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ABSTRACT 

The issue of sterilisation of mentally disordered persons has never been considered by 

the courts or the legislature of Malaysia. This thesis examines how the law of tort of 

Malaysia should look at sterilisation of mentally disordered adults. In this connection, 

the history of compulsory sterilisation in other jurisdictions, the way the existing 

legislative framework of Malaysia views the question of consent and medical treatment, 

as well as how the sterilisation cases in England, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and 

the US have developed are all looked into with a view of forming a legal proposition 

using a philosophical approach. It is proposed that the best interests test is not 

necessarily the best test and that it could be overly dependent on the value system of the 

decision-maker. Many of the factors that are considered important to the best interests 

test may not have good basis for comparison and they have contributed to the 

medicalisation of many legal and ethical issues. The principle of autonomy and the 

principle that non-therapeutic sterilisation can never be performed without the consent 

of the patient are the two principles that should be used to safeguard the interests of the 

mentally disordered adults. These two principles are used to propose a set of guiding 

principle for decision-makers in Malaysia after taking into consideration the existing 

regulatory conditions in Malaysia. 
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ABSTRAK 

Isu sterilisasi orang sakit mental tidak pemah dipertimbangkan oleh mahkamah ataupun 

perundangan Malaysia. Tesis ini mempertimbangkan bagaimana undang-undang tort di 

Malaysia wajar menangani isu sterilisasi orang dewasa yang sakit mental. Sehubungan 

dengan ini, sumber-sumber berikut ditelitikan untuk membentukkan suatu usul 

perundangan dengan menggunakan pendekatan falsafah: (a) sejarah di lain-lain negara 

yang melakukan sterilisasi wajib; (b) struktur perundangan Malaysia tentang izin dan 

rawatan perubatan dan ( c) pendekatan undang-undang yang digunakan dalam kes-kes 

sterilisasi di England, Kanada, Australia, New Zealand dan Amerika Syarikat. Tesis ini 

mencadangkan bahawa ujian kepentingan terbaik bukan semestinya ujian yang paling 

baik dan ia terlalu tergantung kepada sistem nilai pembuat keputusan. Banyak faktor 

yang dianggap penting dalam ujian kepentingan terbaik sebenamya tidak menpunyai 

asas pembandingan yang berpatututan dan ini telah menyumbang kepada penukaran 

banyak isu etika dan perundangan kepada isu perubatan. Dua prinsip berikut wajar 

digunakan untuk melindungi kepentingan orang dewasa yang sakit mental: (a) prinsip 

autonomi; dan (b) prinsip bahawa sterilisasi yang tidak berdasarkan faktor terapeutik 

tidak harus dilakukan,. Setelah mangambilkira keadaan perundangan di Malaysia, dua 

prinsip ini digunakan untuk mencadangkan suatu set prinsip-prinsip panduan untuk 

pembuat keputusan di Malaysia. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

At first glance, the topic of "sterilisation of mentally disordered adults" seems charged 

with emotion. Perhaps it should not be so, since many sterilisation procedures are 

carried out on mentally healthy adults. The question is not so much whether or not 

mentally disordered adults should be sterilised, but whether or not such procedure 

should be performed on this group of persons without their consent. 

Sterilisation is chosen as the focus of this thesis for a few reasons. Firstly, terili ation 

is different from most of the other medical procedures. The Law Reform Commission 

of Canada acknowledges this fact in its working paper on sterilisation -

"Sterilization as a medical procedure is distinct, because except in rare ca es, if 

the operation is not performed, the physical health of the person involved is not 

in danger, necessity or emergency not normally being factors in the deci ion to 

undertake the procedure. In addition to its being elective it is for all intent and 

purpo e irreversible." 1 

The above paragraph is particularly true in the case of terilisation of mentally 

disordered per ons. 

Secondly, terili ation occupies a unique position in medical law as it involves ome of 

the mo t difficult moral and ethical issue of our time, such as the conflict between 

patemali m and autonomy, the conflict between sexual and procreative freedom, a well 

1 Law Reform Commi ion of Canada, Sterilization - Implications for Mentally Retarded and Mentally Ill 
Persons (Working Paper 24), (Ottawa: Law Reform Commis ion of Canada, 1979), at page 3 



as the continuing influence of eugenicist and discriminatory thinking. 2 Advancement in 

clinical trials has brought ethical and moral issues to the forefront of modern medical 

law. The relatively long history of sterilising the mentally disordered has offered us 

decades of debates on these difficult questions. The rapid development in medical 

science means that these debates will only become increasingly relevant in the years to 

come. 

Thirdly, although large-scale sterilisations for eugenic purposes are no longer promoted, 

sterilisations will remain relevant so long as the prospect of population explosion 

continues to haunt the world. No one knows if compulsory sterilisation laws will make 

a comeback in the near future in the name of population control.3 In fact, there have 

been allegations that forced sterilisation have been used as a method of implementing 

the one-child policy in China. 4 In 1983, a massive campaign of compulsory birth 

control surgerie was carried out in China, which reportedly produced, among t others, 

21 million sterilisations.5 In India, as a result of the incentives offered by the Indian 

government, at least 2.3 million males and females had submitted to terilisation by 

March 1967. 6 It has been reported that Roma women in Slovakia are still being 

sterilised against their will due to the fears of Roma overpopulation in Slovakia.7 In 

2006, the district magistrate in Allahabad in India ordered thousands of chool teacher 

2 Davies, Michael, Textbook on Medical Law, 2"d ed., (London: Blackstone Press, 1998), at page 392 
3 It was ugge ted that a our re ource continue to shrink and our earthly neighbourhood becomes more 
crowded, compul ory sterilisation may someday be a common as compulsory immunisation : Reilly, 
P.R., "Eugenic Sterilization in the United States", Genetics and the Law !II - National Symposium on 
Genetics and the Law, Ed., Aubrey Milunsky and George J. Annas, (New York: Plenum Pres , 1985), at 
page 239 

Society for the Protection of Unborn Children, "Population Control: China's One Child Policy", 8 
November 2005 <http://www.spuc.org.uk/lobbying/population-control-china> 
5 See footnote 4 above 
6 Meyer , David W., "Compul ory Sterilisation and Ca tration", Medical Law and Ethics, Ed., Sheila 
McLean, (Ashgate: Dartmouth, 2002), at page 282 
7 The Center for Reproductive Rights and Centre for Civil and Human Rights of Poradna, Body and Soul 
- Forced Sterilization and Other Assaults on Roma Reproductive Freedom in Slovakia, (New York: The 
Center for Reproductive Right , 2003), at page 54, and Richterova, Katarina, "Slovakia investigate 
allegation that Romany women were terili ed without con ent", Insight Central Europe, 21 October 
2005, 21 January 2008 <http://incentraleurope.radio.c1Jice/issue/71955> 
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to find two volunteers for sterilisation as a solution to India's population explosion.8 

The magistrate called population explosion "the root cause of all evils".9 

The various forms of sterilisation procedures are considered in Chapter 2 to provide a 

basic understanding of the different medical procedures available. The history of 

sterilising mentally disordered persons is examined in the same chapter, as history has 

continued to affect the way the judges and commentators respond to this issue. 

Malaysia does not have any legislation on sterilisation. Therefore, in Chapter 3, the 

Malaysian criminal law, mental health law, law on persons with disabilities and other 

relevant laws in Malaysia are scrutinised to establish the impact of existing legislative 

framework on the issue of sterilising mentally disordered adults. 

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 provide a chronological account of the development of cases on 

sterilisation of mentally disordered persons in the UK, Canada, Au tralia, New Zealand 

and the US. Chapter 4 shows how cases in various jurisdictions responded to the 

hi tory of sterilising mentally disordered persons by moving away from protecting the 

state's interest to upholding the human rights of the patient. Many principles and 

factors initially applied for the purpose of protecting the interests of mentally di ordered 

per on eventually became in eparable from the party who ha the jurisdiction to decide 

on the i ue. Chapters 5 and 6 outline the development of case law which give many 

deci ion-making power to the doctor , resulting in the obscuring of the boundaries 

between medical is ues and ocial is ue . 

8 Sunday Star (Kuala Lumpur), 26 February 2006, 47 
9 See footnote 8 above 



The reasons behind the medicalisation of social issues are examined in Chapter 7. 

Chapter 8 discusses two principles, namely the principle of autonomy and the 

dichotomy between therapeutic and non-therapeutic sterilisation, which can effectively 

safeguard the interests of the mentally disordered person. In Chapter 9, a set of guiding 

principles which decision-makers in Malaysia could adopt, after taking into 

consideration both the conditions unique to Malaysia as well as the development of the 

law in other jurisdictions, are recommended. 

1.2 Definitions 

Meaning of "adults" 

This thesis focuses on mentally disordered adults and not minors mainly because they 

involve different jurisdictional issues and different considerations in ofar as the capacity 

to consent is concerned. In any event, the principles relevant to the substantive law of 

sterilisation are the same regardless of the age of patients. The word "adult" in this 

thesis refers to a person who has attained the age of majority, which is 18 years of age 

pur uant to Section 2 of the Age of Majority Act 1971. 10 

Meaning of "consent" 

Since the focu of this thesis is on consent, it should be stres ed at the outset that a 

procedure performed "without the consent of a patient" is not ynonymous to a 

procedure performed "against the wishes of a patient". The absence of con ent can be 

due to the inability to con ent or the refusal to con ent. A per on who lacks the 

capacity to con ent may neverthele s wi h to be terilised. 

'
0 Act21 
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The concept of consent emanates from the principle of autonomy, which provides that 

every person has the right to determine what should be done with his own body. The 

principle of autonomy is of such importance that consent is an exception to the 

inviolability of a person's body. 11 That is the reason consent is one of the most 

important areas of medical law, as doctors are able to perform medical procedures on 

their patients' body because of the consent of their patients. The standard of disclosure 

of risks by doctors has been the subject of numerous high profile litigations, such as the 

Malaysian case of Foo Fio Na v Dr Soo Fook Mun & Anor, 12 precisely because of the 

impact such disclosure has on the decision of a patient to consent or not consent to a 

proposed medical procedure. 

The issue of consent is examined in this thesis from the angle of the law of tort and not 

criminal law. However, since the law on terilisation remains a blank slate in Malaysia, 

the status of consent in the Malaysian criminal law is also examined. 1 3 It hould 

however be remembered that consent in the law of tort is not always the same as 

consent in criminal law. As acknowledged by Lord Mustill in Airedale NHS Trust v 

Bland, 14 there is a point at which consent in general ceases to form a defence to a 

criminal charge. 15 

Definition of "mentally disordered" 

The term "mentally di ordered" is used for this the is a it is the term commonly used in 

the law of Malay ia to refer to per on with mental deficiency. Section 66 of the 

11 See Paragraph 8 .1 of Chapter 8 
12 (2007) 1 MLl 593 
13 See Chapter 3 
14 [1993) I All ER 821 
15 The example u ed by Lord Mu till wa where one per on cut off the hand of another, it wa no answer 
to ay that the amputee consented to what was done. 
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Interpretation Acts 1948 and 196?16 defines the term "mentally disordered person" to 

mean "a person of unsound mind or an idiot". This definition does not seem to be very 

informative, therefore for the purpose of this thesis, the definition of "mentally 

disordered" in the yet-to-be-in-force Mental Health Act 2001 17 is adopted. Section 2(1) 

of the Mental Health Act 2001 18 defines "mental disorder" as -

"any mental illness, arrested or incomplete development of the mind, psychiatric 

disorder or any other disorder or disability of the mind however acquired; and 

'mentally disordered' shall be construed accordingly ... " 

The phrase "incomplete development of the mind" in the above definition seems to 

cover persons with sub-average intellectual ability, or in other word , the mentally 

retarded persons. Categorisation of persons with mental health problems is never as 

straightforward as it seems due to the wide range and variety of mental illnesses. 19 For 

example, the Mental Health Ordinance20 of Hong Kong distingui hes between "mental 

handicap" and "mental disorder". The former means "sub-average general intellectual 

functioning with deficiencies in adaptive behaviour", while the latter refers to mental 

handicap associated with "abnormally aggressive or seriou ly irresponsible conduct".21 

Another category of "mental incapacity" was created in the same legislation to refer to 

"mental di order or mental handicap". 22 This category covers persons with dementia or 

16 Act 388 
17 Act 615 
18 See footnote I 9 above 
19 For instance, in 1910, Henry Herbert Goddard of the Vineland New Jer ey Training School, at the 34th 
annual meeting of the American A ociation for the Study of the Feebleminded, pre ented a "new" 
cla ification sy tern that included the cla sification of "moron" for per ons who tested between 8 and 12 
year on the Binet intelligence te t, for the purpose of ubjecting uch per ons to involuntary sterilisation: 
Wehmeyer, Michael L., "Eugenic and Sterilization in the Heartland" (2003) Volume 41, Number l 
Mental Retardation 57, at page 59 
2° Chapter I 36 
21 Section 2(1) 
22 See footnote 23 above 
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psychosis. 23 Although it is not clear if the definition of "mental disorder" in the Mental 

Health Act 2001 24 is wide enough to cover all the three categories of persons under the 

Hong Kong legislation, the term "mentally disordered" in this thesis should be read to 

cover all these persons. 

1.3 Research methodology 

The research methodology chosen for this thesis is library-based literature review. The 

materials reviewed include law reports, statutes, legal and medical journals, textbooks, 

theses, news articles, conference papers and various online resources. 

Early review revealed the total absence of reported cases in Malaysia with regard to 

sterilisation. Other medical cases in Malaysia are less relevant to this thesis as unlike 

other medical procedures, sterilisation of mentally disordered persons is not always 

performed for the purpose of avoiding physical danger. Factors which are indisputably 

relevant to determine best interest in normal medical procedures become debatable in 

the context of terilisation of mentally disordered persons. 

In order to formulate a set of workable guidelines for decision-makers, the historical 

development of events, legislations and case on sterili ation of mentally di ordered 

per ons in other jurisdictions are examined. While the focus insofar as legislations and 

ca e are concerned is on those of the Commonwealth juri dictions, a wider net is cast 

insofar as hi torical events are concerned. This is because the history of one juri diction 

may influence the courts in another juri diction, especially when part of the hi tory of 

sterili ing mentally disordered persons overlaps with that of the Second World War. 

23 Hung, C.H.R., "Mental Handicap and Mental Health (Amendment) Ordinance 1997", Volume JO, 
Hong Kong Journal of Psychiatry, No 4, 10 Augu t 2005 
<http://www.hkjp ych.com/Mental Handicap.pdf>, at page 15 
24 See footnote 19 above 
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The approach used in analysing events, legislations and cases is largely jurisprudential 

or philosophical as the aim of the thesis is to develop a policy on how decisions on 

sterilising mentally disordered adults should be made. History always provides useful 

insights when it comes to policy development, hence the deliberate attempt at 

chronological analysis of the cases studied in this thesis. 

That is not to say Malaysia-based materials are not considered. Until and unless a 

specific legislation on sterilisation is passed in Malaysia, all policies must be in line 

with the general legal framework that is currently in force and that may have an impact 

on this issue. Existing legislations that may be relevant are therefore looked into. In the 

absence of specific sterilisation cases in Malaysia, Malaysian cases are used mainly as 

analogy or to support established legal principles. 

Attempt has been made to state the law as at March 2008, but developments after that 

have been included where possible. 
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Chapter 2 

Forms of Sterilisation Procedures and the History of Sterilising Mentally 

Disordered Persons 

2.1 Forms of sterilisation procedures 

A sterilisation procedure is usually understood as one that renders an otherwise healthy 

and presumed fertile person incapable of being a parent. 1 The first part of this chapter 

describes in brief the various forms of sterilisation procedures for male and female 

patients. 

2.1.1 Male sterilisation 

The only form of male sterilisation in u e is vasectomy. This is a relatively simple 

surgical procedure with a high degree of success in reversibility.2 Va ectomy involves 

the cutting of the vas deferens, which i the duct that conducts sperm from the testicles 

to the penis.3 No hospitalisation is usually required for vasectomy.4 

Ca tration is another method of male sterilisation, but it is no longer in use today. 

Castration is known medically as orchiectomy and it involves the removal of the testes 

or male ex organs themselves. This procedure however goes beyond sterilisation as it 

affects the exuality of the male concerned. 

1 It hould however be noted thal modern reproductive technology can assist women who have been 
lerili ed by method uch a tubal ligation lo have a child: The Law Reform Commi ion of We tern 

Au tralia, Report on Consent to Sterilisation of Minors, (Project No 77 Parl II), (Perth: The Law Reform 
Commi ion of We tern Australia, 1994), al page 14 
2 Inter-Governmental Coordinating Commiuee Southeast A ian Regional Cooperation in Family and 
Population Planning, "Sterilisation and abortion procedures", Proceedings of the First Meeting of the 
!CCC Expert Group Working Committee on Sterilisation and Abortion, (Penang, 3-5 January 1973), al 
rage 3 

The Law Reform Commission of Western Australia, ce footnote I above 
4 Inter-Governmental Coordinating Commillee Southea t A ian Regional Cooperation in Family and 
Population Planning, ee footnote 2 above, at page 5 
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2.1.2 Female sterilisation 

One of the most common methods of sterilising a woman is tubal ligation. This 

procedure involves severing or tying the Fallopian tubes which would otherwise carry 

fertilised egg to the womb for implantation.5 A newer method involves the insertion of 

tiny coils into each Fallopian tube which will form scar tissue that blocks the egg from 

meeting sperm.6 According to the experts in Re M (a minor) (wardship: sterilization/ 

and Re P (a minor) (wardship: sterilization), 8 tubal ligation by occlusion of the 

Fallopian tubes was reversible in the majority of cases. There are two methods of tubal 

ligation: laparoscopic9 ligation and surgical ligation. 10 A patient who has undergone a 

tubal ligation procedure may be asked to remain in a hospital for a day. 11 It should also 

be noted that in Islamic communities, tubal occlusion is preferred to the cutting of the 

Fallopian tube. 12 According to the consent advice issued by the Royal College of 

Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, the risks of laparoscopic tubal occlusion include 

uterine perforation; injuries to the bowel, bladder or blood vessels (three in every 

1,000); death as a result of complications (one in every 12,000); bruising and shoulder-

tip pain. 13 

5 The Law Reform ComnUssion of Western Australia, see footnote 1 above 
6 American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, Special Ethical Considerations Inherent with 
Sterilization Procedures, 10 July 2007, 20 January 2008 
<http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/article 176299 .php> 
7 [1988) 2 FLR 497 
8 [1989) l FLR 182, [1989) Fam Law 102 
9 Laparoscopic urgery is a surgical technique which is also called keyhole surgery (when natural body 
openings are not used), bandaid surgery or minimally invasive urgery (MIS). Laparoscopic surgery 
involves making three or four small incisions in the abdomen. A laparoscope (an instrument that allow 
the interior of the abdomen to be viewed) is in erted through one of the incisions into the abdominal 
cavity. This approach is intended to minimise operative blood los and post-operative pain, and peed 
up recovery times. However, the restricted vision, difficult handling of the instruments (hand-eye 
coordination), lack of tactile perception and the limited working area can increase the possibility of 
damage to surrounding organ and vessels, either accidentally or through the difficulty of 
procedure :Women's Health Queensland Wide, Hysterectomy, (Sprill Hill: Women's Health Queensland 
Wide, 2005 
10 The Law Reform Commission of Western Australia, ee footnote J above 
11 Surgeries Specific to Women, Web Health Care, 21 January 2008 
<http://www. webhealthcenter .com/general/women health surgery.asp#tubal> 
12 

Inter-Governmental Coordinating Committee Southeast Asian Regional Cooperation in Family and 
Population Planning, ee footnote 2 above, at page 6 
13 

Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologi ts, Consent Advice 3: Laparoscopic Tubal Occlusion, 
(London: Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologist , October 2004) 
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There are at least four other types of procedures, each of which if performed on females 

can result in sterility. The first is ovariectomy, which involves the removal of the 

ovaries. Ovariectomy is the female equivalent of orchiectomy. The ovaries are 

responsible for the production of ripe ovum each month, and the production of the 

female sex hormones, progesterone and oestrogen. Removal of ovaries is commonly 

performed for the treatment of women for gynaecological abnormalities and disease. 

Besides having the effect of sterilisation, this procedure may result in ovarian hormone 

deficiency, which would require long-term hormone replacement therapy. This is a 

controversial treatment that is hardly performed for the purpose of sterilisation. 14 

The second is hysterectomy. Hysterectomy is the surgical removal of the body and 

cervix of the uterus. It can be performed using three different methods, namely 

abdominal hysterectomy, 15 vaginal hysterectomy 16 and laparoscopic 17 hysterectomy. 

The risk factors and recovery consequences involved for each of these methods differ. 

Although thi procedure is a more inva ive sterilisation procedure than tubal ligation, it 

is sometime preferred as it al o causes the cessation of menstruation. Due to the 

surgical risks involved, hysterectomy is not likely to be recommended in cases where 

there is obesity, poor general health or any other disease. According to the consent 

advice issued by the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, the abdominal 

hysterectomy carries the same risk of death as other operations, which is one in every 

14 The Law Reform Conuni sion of Western Au tralia, see footnote I above, at page 15 
15 Thi procedure is sometime called Iaparotomy or coeliotomy, and it involves an inci ion through the 
abdominal wall to gain acces into the abdominal cavity: Women's Health Queen land Wide, 
Hysterectomy, (Sprill Hill: Women's Health Queensland Wide, 2005 
16 A vaginal hysterectomy is the removal of the uterus, cervix, Fallopian tubes and ovarie through an 
inci ion in the deepe t part of the vagina: Surgeries Specific to Women, Web Health Care, 21 January 
2008 <http://www.webhealthcenter.com/general/women health surgcry.aso#tubal> 
17 See footnote 9 above 
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4,000. 18 Further, two women in every hundred undergoing abdominal hysterectomy 

will experience at least one of the following complications: damage to the bladder 

and/or the ureter (0.7%); damage to the bowel (0.04%); haemorrhage requiring blood 

transfusion (1.5% ); return to theatre for additional stitches (0.6% ); pelvic abscess or 

infection (0.2% ); venous thrombosis or pulmonary embolism (0.4% ).19 Frequent risks 

of abdominal hysterectomy include wound infection and bruising; frequency of 

urination; delayed wound healing; keloid formation; inconclusive evidence of early 

menopause. 20 Hospitalisation for uncomplicated abdominal hysterectomy is three to 

five days; and two to three days for vaginal or laparoscopic hysterectomy. 21 

Salpingectomy also has the effect of sterilisation. Salpingectomy is the surgical 

removal of one or both of a woman's Fallopian tubes. Although salpingectomy is 

usually used to treat ectopic pregnancy22 or infected Fallopian tubes,23 the removal of 

both the Fallopian tubes24 would have the effect of sterilisation. Indeed, salpingectomy 

was the sterilisation procedure contemplated in some of the legislation on compulsory 

sterili ation in the US. 25 

The fourth type of procedure is endometrial ablation. This is the surgical removal of the 

mucous lining of the uterus, the endometrium, 26 by searing it with a laser. This 

18 Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, Consent Advice 4: Abdominal Hysterectomy for 
Heavy Periods, (London: Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, October 2004) 
19 See footnote 18 above 
20 See footnote I 8 above 
21 Women's Health Queensland Wide, Hysterectomy, (Sprill Hill: Women's Health Queensland Wide, 
2005 
22 Ectopic pregnancy occurs when a fertilised egg was implanted in the Fallopian tube in tead of inside 
the uterus. 
23 Thi condition is known as salpingitis. 
24 Removal of both the Fallopian tube is al o known as bilateral salpingectomy. 
25 It appears from cases such a Buck v Bell (1927) 274 US 200 and Skinner v Oklahoma (1942) 316 
US535 that salpingectomy was listed as a sterilisation procedure for females in the sterilisation legislation 
in the state of Virginia and the state of Oklahoma. See Paragraph 2.2.1 below. 
26 The endometrium is the uterine membrane in mammals which is thickened in preparation for the 
implantation of a fertilised egg upon its arrival into the uteru . 
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procedure is a relatively new procedure that results in cessation of menstruation and, 

incidentally, sterilisation. 27 

Some modern contraceptive devices, such as intrauterine device 28 or intra uterine 

system, 29 may render their users infertile for up to five years if their usages are 

monitored closely. As these methods do not generally involve invasive procedures,30 

they are not considered "sterilisation" for the purpose of this thesis. 

2.2 The history of sterilising mentally disordered persons 

Surgical sterilisation has been practised for at least 180 years. It was originally used for 

the protection of women whose life and health were threatened by a pregnancy or 

delivery.31 

The development of the laws on sterilisation of mentally disordered persons in many 

jurisdictions cannot be adequately examined without first understanding the history of 

sterilising mentally disordered persons. Contrary to popular belief, the practice of 

sterilising mentally disordered persons was not started by the Nazis. As to be seen 

below, large- cale sterilisations of mentally disordered persons first occurred in the 

United States (US). 

Sterilisations were fir t promoted in the US as an alternative to in titutionalisation.32 

The underlying rationale of such practice was the 19th century theory of eugenics,33 

27 The Law Reform Commi sion of Western Australia, ee footnote 1 above, at page 17 
28 Intrauterine device is also known as IUD or coil. It is a mall plastic and copper device that is fitted 
inside the uterus to prevent fertilisation and implantation of an egg. 
29 This is al o known as the IUS. It is essentially an IUD containing slow-release progestogen. 
30 An IUD or IUS i fitted u ing a thin applicator tube. 
31 See footnote 2 above, at page 3 
32 Goldhar, Jeff, "The Sterilization of Women with an Intellectual Di ability" (1991) 10 University of 
Tasmania Law Review 157, at page 161 
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which argued that mental illness, intellectual disability, epilepsy, criminality, 

alcoholism and pauperism were hereditary. Those who possessed such traits should 

therefore not be allowed to procreate. The followers of social eugenics further argued 

that public education, health care and social services interfered with Darwin's theory of 

"survival of the fittest". 34 It was thus suggested that the human unfit should not be 

allowed to procreate in order to restore the "survival of the fittest" among humans.35 

The Nazis did not start the trend of sterilising mentally disordered persons on eugenics 

ground, but some claimed that they indirectly ended it.36 It is widely believed that it 

was the "success" of the German policy that contributed to the decline of the eugenics 

movement by 1939.37 

The following paragraphs outline the history of sterilising mentally disordered persons 

in the US, Canada, Europe, Japan and Australia. 

2.2.1 The US 

The experience of the US demonstrates the impact court decisions can have on the lives 

of the people. It could be said that it was the US Supreme Court's decision in Buck v 

33 Eugenics is a "science" that deals with the improvement (by control of human mating) of hereditary 
qualities of a race or breed. 
34 Goldhar, Jeff, see footnote 32 above 
35 See footnote 34 above 
36 It hould however be noted that Nazi sterilisation policy did not curtail terilisation program in the US, 
as more than one half of all eugenic sterilisations occurred after the Nazi program was fully operational: 
Reilly, P.R., "Eugenic Sterilization in the United States'', Genetics and the Law III - National Symposium 
on Generics and the Law, Ed., Aubrey Milunsky and George J. Annas, (New York: Plenum Press, 1985), 
at pages 235, 236 
37 Goldhar, Jeff, ee footnote 32 above, at page 163. However, it has been said that there i no evidence 
to upport the argument that tories of Nazi horrors halted American sterili ation efforts. The factors 
contributing to the harp decline in the number of eugenic terilisations in the US following the on et of 
the Second World War include manpower shortages, the clo ure of Eugenics Record Office, the ces ation 
of activitie of the Human Betterment Foundation and the decision of the US Supreme Court in Skinner v 
Oklahoma (1942) 316 US 535 to strike down an Oklahoma law that permitted certain thrice-convicted 
felons to be terilised: Reilly, P.R., ee footnote 36 above, at pages 236, 237 
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Bell38 that opened the floodgates to wholesale sterilisation of the "feeble-minded". In 

that case, Dr Bell of the Virginia State Colony for Epileptics and Feeble-minded 

authorised the sterilisation of 18-year-old Carrie Buck. Carrie Buck was a mildly 

retarded woman. Her mother was similarly afflicted. Carrie herself had given birth to 

an allegedly retarded child Vivien, who was 19-month-old at that time. The US 

Supreme Court accepted the eugenic arguments that since both Carrie's daughter and 

mother were feeble-minded, Carrie and the society would benefit from her sterilisation. 

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes said-

"We have seen more than once that the public welfare may call upon the best 

citizens for their lives. It would be strange if it could not call upon those who 

already sap the strength of the State for their lesser sacrifices, often not felt to be 

such by those concerned, in order to prevent our society being swamped with 

incompetence. It is better for all the world if instead of waiting to execute 

degenerate offspring for crime, or to let them starve for their imbecility, society 

can prevent those who are manifestly unfit from continuing their kind. The 

principle that sustains compulsory vaccination is broad enough to cover cutting 

the Fallopian tubes ... Three generations of imbeciles are enough."39 

Carrie Buck was the first person to be forcibly sterilised under the Virginia Eugenical 

Sterilization Act (1924) (US). The rate of sterilisations in Virginia escalated following 

the Supreme Court's upholding of the law in Buck v Bell in 1927 .40 

However, Virginia was not the first US tate to pass sterilisation law. The fir t state 

sterili ation law was passed in 1907 by the Indiana legislature.41 The law was passed to 

38 (1927) 274 us 200 
39 See footnote 38 above, at page 207 
40 Wehmeyer, Michael L., "Eugenic and Sterilization in the Heartland" (2003) Volume 41, Number 1 
Mental Retardation 57, at page 57 
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"prevent procreation of confirmed criminals, idiots, imbeciles, and rapists'".42 This law 

was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of Indiana in 1921. Indiana passed 

a second law in 192743 and that was ruled constitutional. As of 1 January 1928, Indiana 

had sterilised 120 persons without their consent.44 

As of the same date, Virginia had sterilised only 17 persons. Virginia was in fact the 

21st state to pass such legislation. Besides Indiana, the other 19 states that enacted 

involuntary sterilisation laws prior to Virginia were Washington, California, 

Connecticut, Nevada, Iowa, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Kansas, Michigan, 

Wisconsin, Nebraska, Oregon, South Dakota, New Hampshire, North Carolina, 

Alabama, Montana and Delaware.45 The case of Buck v Belz46 accelerated the pace of 

legislation. In 1929, nine more states adopted similar laws. These laws were usually 

db 1 
. . 47 

passe y a arge maJonty vote. 

However, almost all sterilisations performed in the US up to 1932 occurred in the state 

of California. 48 The figure was 7,548. 49 Up to 1 January 1938, the number of 

involuntary sterilisations performed in California alone was 12, 180, followed by 2,916 

in Virginia, 1,915 in Kansas, 1,815 in Michigan, 1,459 in Minnesota and 1,218 in 

41 Sterilization Law (1907) (Chapter 215) (Indiana, US) 
42Preamble of Sterilization Law (1907) (Chapter 215) (Indiana, US) 
43 Sterilization Law (1927) (Chapter 241) (Indiana, US) 
44 Go eney, E.S. and P.B. Pooponoe, Sterilization for human betterment: A summary of the results of 
6,000 operations in California, 1909-1929 (1929), at page 185, quoted by Wehmeyer, Michael L, ee 
footnote 40 above 
45 Wehmeyer, Michael L, ee footnote 40 above 
46 See footnote 38 above 
47 Reilly, P.R., ee footnote 36 above, at pages 23 I, 234 
48 The statute in California that was pas ed on l 0 August 1909 provided for the " terilization of the in ane 
and feeble-minded inmates of state hospitals and of convicts and idiot in state institution ". See 
Landman, J.H., Human sterilization: The hi tory of the sexual sterilization movement, ( 1932), at page 58, 
iuoted by Wehmeyer, Michael L, ee footnote 40 above 
4 Landman, J.H., see footnote 48 above, at page 59, quoted by Wehmeyer, Michael L, ee footnote 40 
above, at page 58 
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Oregon.so Unlike other states that covered "confirmed criminals, idiots, imbeciles and 

rapists", the focus of California was on sterilising the insane.s 1 By 1967, a total of 

60,291 Americans had been subjected to forced sterilisation, simply because they were 

mental deficients or had mental illness.s2 

By 1937 both the American Neurological Association and the American Medical 

Association had criticised the overwhelming emphasis on heredity as a cause of mental 

retardation, mental illness, pauperism, epilepsy and other disabilities.s3 In 1942, the US 

Supreme Court declared that reproduction is a fundamental human right. s4 This 

decision initiated legislative and judicial actions that prohibited sterilisation of persons 

with mental disabilities. In 1950, sterilisation bills that were considered in four states 

were all rejected. ss 

Sterilisation reappeared in the US in the 1960s as a punishment for illegitimacy, poor 

parenting and fiscal irresponsibility. Consent was required if federal funds were to be 

used to pay for the procedure. However, this requirement was ignored in the 

sterilisation of thousands of native American women.s6 In 1979, federal regulations 

provided that federal funds cannot be used for the sterilisation of mentally incompetent 

person.s7 

50 Human Betterment Foundation, Report to the Board of Trustees of the Human Betterment Foundation 
for the year ending February 8, 1938, quoted by Wehmeyer, Michael L, see footnote 40 above, at page 58 
51 Reilly, P.R., ee footnote 36 above, at page 231 
52 Meyers, David W., "Compulsory Sterilisation and Castration", Medical Law and Ethics, Ed., Sheila 
McLean, (Ashgate: Dartmouth, 2002), at page 270 
53 Re Eve (1986) 31 DLR ( 41

h) J, at page 23 
54 Skinner v Oklahoma (1942) 316 US 535 
55 Reilly, P.R., see footnote 36 above, at page 237 
56 Kevles, Daniel, ''The Sterilization of Mental Defectives", Report of the Federal Health Council, 1933, 
as quoted by Goldhar, Jeff, see footnote 32 above, at page 165 
57 42 C.F.R. §50.201-210 (1979) (US) 
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2.2.2 Canada 

In Canada, sterilisation legislation used to exist in the province of Alberta and the 

province of British Columbia. Under the Alberta Sexual Sterilization Act, S.A. 1928, 

(Canada)58 the Eugenic Board of Alberta could consent to a sterilisation of mentally 

defective patient, if they were satisfied that procreation would result in mental disease to 

progeny or involve a risk of mental injury to the person or progeny. There was no need 

for the patients to consent. Applications were often initiated by parents and most 

sterilisations took place before puberty. The Eugenics Board of Alberta authorised 

2,822 sterilisations in its 45 years of history.59 Alberta repealed its Sexual Sterilization 

Act (Canada)60 in 1972. 

The British Columbia Eugenics Board could order sterilisation if all members of the 

board unanimously decided that the inmate of a provincial institution would be likely to 

produce children with serious mental disease or mental deficiency. Consent of the 

patient had to be obtained if the patient was deemed capable of giving consent. This 

law was used much less often than the one in Alberta and was repealed in 1973.61 

2.2.3 Europe 

Germany under the rule of Nazi introduced a sterilisation law on 14 July 1933. 62 

Whoever suffering from one of the following disorders was liable to be sterilised under 

that law: innate mental deficiency, schizophrenia, recurrent (maniac-depressive) 

insanity, hereditary epilepsy, hereditary St. Vitus' Dance (Huntingdon's chorea), 

hereditary blindness, hereditary deafnes , severe hereditary bodily deformity or evere 

58 c.37 (Alberta, Canada) 
59 Law Reform Commission of Canada, Sterilization - Implications for Mentally Retarded and Mentally 
~l Persons (Working Paper 24), (Ottawa: Law Reform Commission of Canada, 1979), at pages 27-28 

See footnote 58 above 
6161 Law Reform Commission of Canada, see footnote 59 above, at pages 28-29 
62 Law for the Prevention of Hereditarily Di eased Offspring of 14 July 1933 (I 933 Reichsge etzblatl, 
Part I, page 529, Vol. V, page 880) (Germany) 
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and chronic alcoholism. 63 By the end of the Second World War, over 400,000 

individuals had been sterilised under the German law and its revisions, out of which 

more than 32,000 were sterilised on ground of feeble-mindedness. 64 Another report 

charged that from 1934 to 1945, the Nazis sterilised 3,500,000 people.65 The German 

eugenicists said that they "owed a great debt to the American precedence",66 although 

the German interest in eugenics had roots that twined with 19th -century European racial 

thought.67 The law was abolished by the Allies in 1946.68 

The practice of forced sterilisation in Sweden was made public in August 1997. 69 

Between 1935 and 1976, some 62,000 "genetically inferior" people in Sweden were 

forcibly sterilised.70 It has been said that most of these people were women who were 

labelled as mentally defective.71 

Besides Sweden, legislation authorising eugenic sterilisation also existed in Denmark, 

Switzerland, Norway, France and Finland.72 Denmark enacted a law in 1935 to provide 

for voluntary and compulsory castration of sexual offenders and psychotics. Between 

1929 and 1956, Denmark castrated some 600 men under such law.73 According to a 

63 Pl Clause 2 of the Law for the Prevention of Hereditarily Diseased Offspring of 14 July 1933 (1933 
Reichsgesetzblatt, Part I, page 529, Vol. V, page 880) (Germany) 
64 Biesold, H., Crying hands: Eugenics and deaf people in Nazi Germany, (1988), quoted by Wehmeyer, 
Michael L, see footnote 40 above, at page 58 and Rohani Abu Bakar As-Syafie Alhaj, Sterilisation: Law 
and Practice in Malaysia, (Academic Exercise LLB, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, 1984) 
65 Reilly, P.R., ee footnote 36 above 
66 Kevles, D.J., In the name of eugenics: Genetics and the uses of human heredity, (1995), at page 69, 
~uoted by Wehmeyer, Michael L, ee footnote 40 above, at page 58 

Reilly, P.R., ee footnote 36 above 
68 Meyers, David W., see footnote 52 above, at page 281 
69 Tsuchiya, Takashi, "Eugenic Sterilizations in Japan and Recent Demands for Apology: A Report" 
(1997) Vol. 3, No. I Newsletter of the Network on Ethics and Intellectual Disability 1 
70 Raye, K.L., "Violence, Women and Mental Di ability", Women's Right Advocacy Initiative, Mental 
Di ability Rights International, 1999, 21 January 2008 
<http://www.mdri.org/report%20documents/violencewomenmd.doc> 
71 Web ter, Charles, "Eugenic steri lisation: Europe's hame" (1997) Issue 3 Healthmatters, I April 2007 
<http://www.healthmatters.org.uk/issue3 l/eugenic hame>. It has also been said that the e women were 
labelled as mentally defective although they most probably had only minor physical or social di abilities. 
72 Green, L.C., "Sterilisation and the Law" (I 963) Vol. 5 No. l Malaya Law Review J 05, at page 113 and 
Reilly, P.R., see footnote 36 above 
73 Meyers, David W., see footnote 52 above, at page 281 
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report, Switzerland was the first country to translate eugenic theory into legislation 

when in 1888 it sanctioned surgical castration for those with mental disabilities and 

sexual neuroses.74 Around late 1920s to 1930s, Norway sterilised about 2,000 people, 

consisting mostly of those deemed mentally handicapped or insane.75 

The United Kingdom (UK) nearly followed her European counterparts in implementing 

sterilisation law. In fact, the founder of eugenics was none other than Francis Galton, 

the cousin of British scientist Charles Darwin. 76 The eugenicists managed to obtain 

support from two government reports, namely the Wood Report on Mental Deficiency 

of 1929 and the Report on Sterilisation of 1934 (Brock Report). The Wood Report 

claimed that the incidence of mental deficiency had doubled since 1908 and this finding 

supported the claims of eugenicists about "the rapid decline in national intelligence".77 

By the time the Brock Report was prepared in 1934, 10 Western nations had either 

introduced, or were in the process of introducing sterilisation laws. The Brock 

Committee embraced the view of the Wood Committee and believed that the following 

persons should be sterilised: those who were mentally defective or had suffered from 

mental disorder, those who were or were believed to be carriers of grave physical 

disabilities, or those likely to transmit mental disorder or defect. Brock Committee 

recommended sterilisation when it was consented by the per on or a relative, but 

rejected "compul ory sterilisation". 78 However, the movement to introduce wide-

ranging sterili ation laws eventually collapsed due the failure to obtain the supports of 

74 Aron on, Stanley M., "The state's right to sterilize", The Providence Journal, 25 June 2006, 21 January 
2008 <http://www.shn .com/shns/g index2.cfm?action=detail&pk=ARONSON-06-25-06> 
75 Raye, K.L., ee footnote 70 above 
76 See al o Reilly, P.R., see footnote 36 above, at page 227 
77 Webster, Charles, see footnote 71 above 
78 "Compulsory sterilisation" in the Brock Report referred to situation where the law authori ed a 
sterili ation without the recipient or family knowing or consenting to it or where it wa performed 
notwith landing objections by the recipient or family: Goldhar, Jeff, ee footnote 33 above, at page 167 
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political parties. The public opinion, which was affected by the high profile Nazi 

sterilisation, could have further contributed to the collapse.79 

The absence of sterilisation law does not mean that eugenic sterilisation was never 

performed in the UK. In 1932, at a conference sponsored by the Committee for 

Legalising Eugenic Sterilisation in Leicester, it was reported that "blind persons and 

individuals suffering from other forms of transmissible defect had undergone voluntary 

sterilisation with satisfactory results". 80 Lord Denning has, in an obiter dictum in the 

case of Bravery v Bravery, 81 expressed his view that sterilisation to prevent the 

transmission of a hereditary disease would be lawful. 

2.2.4 Japan 

It has been said that over 38,000 eugenic sterilisation operations were performed in 

Japan in 1938 alone.82 Between 1948 and 1996, more than 16,500 women and men in 

Japan were sterilised without their consent pursuant to the Eugenic Protection Law 

(Japan) 83 introduced in 1948. That law was enacted "to prevent birth of inferior 

descendants from the eugenic point of view, and to protect life and health of mother, as 

well". 84 It is clear that the law was introduced for at least two purposes: first for 

eugenic purpose, and then for the protection of pregnant women. Under the Eugenic 

Protection Law (Japan), sterilisation could be performed without the patient's own 

consent for the purpose of preventing hereditary transmission of diseases. Decisions to 

perform terili ation on such ground could be made by the Eugenic Protection 

Commission and the doctor. A review procedure was provided for under the law before 

79 Webster, Charles, see footnote 71 above 
80 Webster, Charles, see footnote 71 above 
81 [1954] 3 All ER 59, at page 67 
82 Green, L.C., ee footnote 72 above 
83 No. 156of13 July 1948 (Japan) 
84 Article 1 of the Eugenic Protection Law No. 156of13 July 1948 
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such sterilisations could be carried out. No review procedure was however necessary 

for sterilisation of non-hereditary mental deficiency provided such procedure was 

consented to by the patient's parent or guardian. The Eugenic Protection Law (Japan) 

was repealed in 1996. 85 

It has been reported that during the time the Eugenic Protection Law (Japan) was in 

force, most of the sterilisations were performed by hysterectomy rather than by tubal 

ligation, 86 as the purpose of the surgery was not only sterilisation but also the cessation 

of menstruation for easy care. Further, although the Eugenic Protection Law (Japan) 

did not permit the "removing of reproduction grand", 87 doctors preferred taking the 

ovary in order to cause the "loss of femininity". 88 

2.2.5 Australia 

Australia was not shielded from the wave of eugenics movement which swept the 

Western world in the earlier part of last century. Many prominent doctors openly called 

for sterilisation of the unfit. 89 Sterilisation of human unfit was even hailed as "one of 

the most scientific and rational methods of preventing some of the economic loss and 

social disaster produced by the rapid multiplication of the unfit". 90 Sterilisations of 

women with an intellectual disability were justified on the basis that the operation was 

in their best interest.91 

The government reports of New South Wales, South Australia and Victoria between 

1981 and 1982 concluded that doctor were performing unnecessary sterilisations on 

85 See footnote 84 above and Tsuchiya, Takashi, see footnote 69 above 
86 See Paragraph 2.1.2 of this Chapter 
87 Article 2 of the Eugenic Protection Law No. 156 of 13 July 1948 (Japan) 
88 Tsuchiya, Taka hi, see footnote 69 above 
89 Goldhar, Jeff, see footnote 33 above, at page 172, 174 
90 See footnote 89 above 
91 See footnote 89 above 
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people with an intellectual disability. However, no statistics were kept, and consent, if 

given, was by a third party.92 A psychiatric superintendent of a large institution for 

persons with intellectual disability wrote in 1982 about the vast numbers of sterilisation 

operations performed on retarded adults without their informed consent, often with the 

consent of their parents or next of kin.93 

92 Goldhar, Jeff, ee footnote 33 above, at page 157 
93 West, Rosemary, "Medico-Legal problems as ociated with Vasectomy on Adult Retarded Male", Letter 
to Assistant Director, Institutional Services, MRDi 1982, quoted by Goldhar, Jeff, ee footnote 33 above, 
at page 175 
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Chapter 3 

Legality of Sterilising Mentally Disordered Adults in Malaysia under the Existing 

Legislative Framework 

Unlike Singapore, Malaysia has not introduced any legislation to specifically address 

the issue of sterilisation.1 In Malaysia, there is no legislation sanctioning compulsory 

sterilisation. It also appears that there has been no case in Malaysia which requires the 

courts to examine the legality of a sterilisation procedure, whether or not performed on 

a mentally disordered adult. Although it is likely that the courts will look at the relevant 

case law of other Commonwealth countries if an opportunity arises for them to consider 

such issue, these cases can only be examined in the light of the current law in Malaysia. 

This chapter examines the legal position of the sterilisation of mentally handicapped 

adults in Malaysia within the existing legislative framework. 

3.1 Criminal law 

The legal position of sterilisation of mentally handicapped adults under the criminal law 

is not only relevant for the determination of criminal liability, but it also provides a 

useful guide in civil proceedings.2 

Abortion and sterilisation compared 

It is fir t necessary to determine if the sterili ation procedure per se would be legal 

under the criminal law of Malaysia. In the event sterilisation, like abortion, is 

1 Singapore has legalised sterilisation procedure (performed under certain circumstances) since the end of 
1974 through Voluntary Sterilisation Act (Cap. 347, 1985 Ed) (Singapore) 
2 However, the fact that an action is prohibited criminally may not necessarily mean that under no 
circumstances the act is permitted under the law of tort. For instance, in the UK, although a child capable 
of being born alive i protected by the criminal law from intentional destruction (Infant Life 
(Preservation) Act 1929) and by the Abortion Act 1967 from termination, the child is not protected from 
the deci ion of a competent mother not to allow medical intervention to avert the ri k of death. 
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prohibited by law, it would be illegal even if it is performed with consent. The question 

of consent will then be totally irrelevant, and so does the distinction between voluntary 

and involuntary sterilisation. The case of abortion serves as a useful illustration here. 

Section 312 of the Penal Code of Malaysia3 provides that whoever causes a woman with 

child to miscarry shall be punished. 4 The Explanation in that section further provides 

that a woman who causes herself to miscarry is within the meaning of section 312.5 It is 

therefore clear that consent of the woman to her own miscarriage is not a defence to the 

crime under section 312. This is reinforced by section 91 of the Penal Code6, which 

expressly provides that the exceptions of consent in sections 87, 88 and 89 7 is not 

applicable to acts which are offences independently of any harm which they may cause 

to the person giving the consent, and abortion is expressly listed as an example of such 

acts in the Illustration. 8-

3 Act 574 Rev. 1997 
4 Section 312 of the Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. 1997) reads: -

"Whoever voluntarily causes a woman with child to miscarry shall be punished with 
imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years, or with fine, or with both; and if the 
woman is quick with child, shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 
seven years, and shall also be liable to fine. 

Explanation - A woman who causes herself to mi carry is within the meaning of this section. 

Exception - This section does not extend to a medical practitioner registered under the Medical 
Act 1971 [Act 50] who terminates the pregnancy of a woman if such medical practitioner is of 
the opinion, formed in good faith, that the continuance of the pregnancy would involve risk to 
the life of the pregnant woman, or injury to the mental or physical health of the pregnant woman, 
greater than if the pregnancy were terminated." 

5 See footnote 4 above 
6 See footnote 3 above 
7 Sections 87, 88 and 89 of the Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. 1997) provide exceptions to offences when the 
act complained of is done with con ent. See footnotes 17, 29 and 32 below. 
8 Section 91 of the Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. I 997) reads: -

"The exceptions in sections 87, 88 and 89 do not extend to acts which are offences 
independently of any harm which they may cause, or be intended to cause, or be known to be 
likely to cau e, to the per on giving the consent, or on whose behalf the consent i given. 

ILLUSTRATION 
Causing miscarriage, except in ca es excepted under section 312, is an offence independently of 
any harm which it may cau e or be intended to cau e to the woman. Therefore it is not an 
offence "by rea on of such harm"; and the consent of the woman, or of her guardian, to the 
causing of uch miscarriage does not ju tify the act." 
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The Penal Code9 does not contain any provision on sterilisation akin to the one on 

abortion in section 312. In fact, the word "sterilisation" does not appear in the Penal 

Code 10 at all. In the UK, although Denning LJ considered sterilisation in itself an 

unlawful act in Bravery v Bravery, 11 that minority view had not been followed. 12 

A sterilisation procedure therefore falls within the general provisions on "hurt" in 

Chapter XVI of the Penal Code, 13 in relation to "Offences Affecting the Human 

Body". 14 The offences categorised as "hurt" are not independent of any harm which it 

may cause, since section 319 provides that -

"Whoever causes bodily pain, disease or infirmity to any person is said to cause 

hurt." 

The offences under the category of "hurt" therefore do not fall within section 91. In 

other words, the exceptions on consent in sections 87, 88 and 89, as to be seen below, 

remain applicable to such acts. It can therefore be concluded that unlike abortion, 

sterilisation per se is not illegal in Malaysia. The distinction between voluntary and 

involuntary sterilisation thus remains relevant. 

9 See footnote 3 above 
10 See footnote 3 above 
11 [1954] 1WLR1169, at page 1181 
12 See the majority judgment in Secretary, Department of Health and Community Services v J. W.B. and 
S.M.B. ('Marion's Case') (1992) 175 CLR 218, at page 234 
13 See footnote 3 above 
14 "Hurt" i dealt with from ections 319 to 338 of the Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. 1997) 
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Is sterilisation performed with consent a crime? 

When can sterilisation be legally performed under the Malaysian criminal law? The 

answer depends on the exact scope of the "consent" exceptions in sections 87, 88 and 

89 of the Penal Code. 15 

a. It is not a crime if sterilisation does not amount to grievous hurt (Section 87) 

Section 87 of the Penal Code16 provides that nothing, which is not intended or is not 

known by the doer to be likely to cause death or grievous hurt, is an offence if it is 

inflicted on an adult who has given consent to suffer that harm. 17 That means the 

consent of a person to suffer a harm is a defence if it is not intended or is not likely to 

cause death or grievous hurt. 

Since section 87 does not apply to action that is likely to cause death or grievous hurt, 

if the performance of a sterilisation procedure amounts to grievous hurt, section 87 

b d . .fi . 18 cannot e use as JUSt.l 1cat.lon. 

Whether or not sterilisation amounts to "grievous hurt" depends on the definition of 

"grievous hurt". Section 320 of the Penal Code19 states that-

"The following kinds of hurt only are designated as 'grievous': 

15 See footnote 3 above 
16 See footnote 3 above 
17 Section 87 of the Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. 1997) reads: -

"Nothing, which is not intended to cause death or grievous hurt, and which is not known by the 
doer to be likely to cause death or grievous hurt, i an offence by rea on of any harm which it 
may cau e, or be intended by the doer to cause, to any per on above eighteen year of age, who 
has given consent, whether express or implied, to suffer that harm, or by reason of any harm 
which it may be known by the doer to be likely to cause to any such person who has consented 
to take the ri k of that harm. 

ILLUSTRATION 
A and Z agree to fence with each other for amusement. This agreement implies the consent of 
each to uffer any harm which, in the cour e of such fencing, may be cau ed without foul play; 
and if A, while playing fairly, hurts Z, A commits no offence." 

18 In Singapore, .9 of the Voluntary Sterilisation Act (Cap. 347, 1985 Ed) (Singapore) expres ly excludes 
any treatment for exual sterilisation by a registered medical practitioner from the definition of grievou 
hurt under sections 87 and 320 of the Penal Code (Cap.224, 1985 Ed) (Singapore). 
19 See footnote 3 above 
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(a) emasculation; 

(b) permanent privation of the sight of either eye; 

(c) permanent privation of the hearing of either ear; 

(d) privation of any member or joint; 

(e) destruction or permanent impairing of the powers of any member or joint; 

(f) permanent disfiguration of the head or face; 

(g) fracture or dislocation of a bone; e 
~ 
-0 

i::: 
(h) any hurt which endangers life, or which causes the sufferer to be, during the ";:? 

OIJ 
r.: 
" -.::> 

space of twenty days, in severe bodily pain, or unable to follow his ordinary ;:, .< 

pursuits." 

The word "emasculation" is not defined in the Penal Code.20 It has not been defined in 

cases. The Shorter Oxford Dictionary defines the word as "the action of depriving of 

virility; the state of impotence". 21 Ratanlal & Dhirajlal's Law of Crimes provides that 

the term means "the depriving a person of masculine vigour, castration".22 It appears 

that "emasculation" is applicable to male rather than female. Further, it is not clear 

from these definitions if the word can or was meant to cover modern methods of 

sterilisation which do not generally affect sexual capability.23 

The word "member" in "privation of any member or joint" and the "destruction or 

permanent impairing of the powers of any member or joint" refers to male exual 

organ.24 Nevertheless, it is unlikely that the modern sterilisation procedure can be aid 

20 See footnote 3 above 
21 The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, 3rd Ed., (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1973) 
22 Ratanlal & Dhirajlal's Law of Crime, 25th Ed., (New Delhi: Bharat Law Hou e, 2002), at page 1652 
23 See Paragraph 2.1 of Chapter 2 and Ahmad Ibrahim, Law and Population in Malaysia, (Medford: The 
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University, 1977), at page 26 
24 See Green, L.C., "Sterili ation and the Law" (1963) Vol. 5 No.I Malaya Law Review 105, at page 129. 
Green aid that although the term "member" primafacie is u cd to indicate the limbs, in law it i 
frequently employed to indicate the male sexual organ. 
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to cause "privation", "destruction" or "permanent impairing of the powers" of the male 

sexual organ. As mentioned in Paragraph 2.1. l of Chapter 2, male sterilisation usually 

takes the form of vasectomy and it does not result in the severance of the male sexual 

organ, neither does it impair the functioning of the organ. 

It is also unlikely that sterilisation can cause the person sterilised to be in "severe bodily 

pain" or be "unable to follow his ordinary pursuits" for as long as twenty days. 25 It is 

therefore doubtful if sterilisation can be considered as causing "grievous hurt" under the 

Penal Code. 26 However, it may be worth noting that in 1959, the advice of the Attorney 

General was sought and he advised that sterilisation "would appear to fall within the 

first and fifth categories in the definition of grievous hurt in Section 320 of the Penal 

Code".27 

It is nevertheless clear that female sterilisation most probably does not amount to 

"grievous hurt". 28 The exception in section 87 may therefore be used to justify 

sterilisation of a female adult (above 18 years of age) who has expres ly or impliedly 

consented to the procedure. 

25 See Paragraph 2.1 of Chapter 2 on discussion of various terilisation method . None of the method 
require hospitali ation of more than seven days. 
26 See footnote 3 above and Rohani Abu Bakar As-Syafie Alhaj, Sterilisation: Law and Practice in 
Malaysia, (Academic Exerci e LLB, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, 1984) 
27 Shamsuddin Bin Abdul Rahman, "Policy Outlook in Malaysia for Sterilization and Po t-conception 
Control of Fertility", Proceedings of the First Meeting of 
the IGCC Expert Group Working Committee on Sterilisation and Abortion, (Penang, 3-5 January 1973), 
at page 22 
28 In the early days, it was thought that castration would diminish bodily vigour and thereby render a man 
less capable of fulfilling his military duties. Therefore castration was explicitly regarded as a felony. 
Since women did no military ervice then, it is unlikely that sterili ation of female will amount to felony: 
Green, L.C., ee footnote 24 above, at pages I I 5, I I 6, 126 
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b. If sterilisation amounts to grievous hurt, it is not a crime if it is performed in good 

faith (Section 88) 

In any event, even if sterilisation amounts to grievous hurt, doctors can still rely on the 

exception in section 88, which applies to any act which is not intended to cause death.29 

Besides consent, two additional criteria need to be fulfilled: fustly the act must be done 

for the benefit of the person, and secondly the act must be done in good faith. 

Therefore, regardless of whether or not sterilisation amounts to grievous hurt, a doctor 

can justify the operation if it is done in good faith for the benefit of the patient, and with 

the consent of the patient. With regard to the meaning of "good faith", section 52 of the 

Penal Code30 provides that nothing "is said to be done or believed in good faith which is 

done or believed without due care and attention". 

The requirement that the operation must be for the benefit of the patient is likely to 

exclude sterilisations performed solely for eugenic purposes or solely for the benefit of 

the society at large. It is not clear if sterilisation for a "contraceptive" purpose can be 

covered by section 88, as it has been argued by some that contraceptive sterili ation 

may be for a mere pecuniary benefit and as such not covered by the section.31 However, 

it is ubrnitted that sterilisation for contraceptive purposes can be for the benefit of the 

patient, e pecially since many would agree that limiting the number of children a per on 

may be highly beneficial to a person and the benefit is probably beyond pecuniary. In 

29 Section 88 of Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. I 997) reads: -
"Nothing, which is not intended to cause death, i an offence by reason of any harm which is 
[sic] may cause, or be intended by the doer to cau e, or be known by the doer to be likely to 
cause, to any person for who e benefit it is done in good faith, and who has given a consent, 
whether express or implied, to suffer that harm, or to take the risk of that harm. 

ILLUSTRATION 
A, a surgeon, knowing that a particular operation is likely to cause the death of Z, who suffers 
under a painful complaint, but not intending to cau e Z's death, and intending in good faith, Z' 
benefit, performs that operation on Z, with Z's consent. A has committed no offence." 

30 See footnote 3 above 
31 

Ahmad Ibrahim, see footnote 23 above, at page 26. The explanation to section 92 of Penal Code (Act 
574 Rev. 1997) provides that "(m]ere pecuniary benefit is not benefit within the meaning of ections 88, 
89 and 92". 
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any event, it is beyond doubt that sterilisation for the purpose of treating an existing 

medical condition would fall within section 88. 

c. Consent can be given by person other than the patient if sterilisation does not 

amount to grievous hurt (Section 89) 

Having established the circumstances under which consent amounts to exception to an 

offence, the question becomes whether or not consent can be given by a third party. 

Section 89 outlines various circumstances when consent can be given by a person other 

than the patient. 32 Two categories of persons are named, namely a person under twelve 

years of age, and a person of unsound mind. For both categories, the guardian or other 

person having lawful charge of that person can consent to such acts other than the 

intentional causing of death; the doing of anything likely to cause death other than to 

prevent death or hurt; the voluntary causing of grievous hurt other than to prevent death 

or hurt; or the abetment of any offence. 

Section 89 seems to suggest that a person of "unsound mind" can be sterilised if it is 

done in good faith for the benefit of the patient as long as his or her "guardian" or "other 

32 Section 89 of Penal Code (Act 57 4 Rev. I 997) reads: -
"Nothing, which is done in good faith for the benefit of a person under twelve years of age, or of 
un ound mind, by or by con ent, either express or implied, of the guardian or other per on 
having lawful charge of that person, is an offence by reason of any harm which it may cau e, or 
be intended by the doer to cause, or be known by the doer to be likely to cause, to that person: 

Provided that thi exception shall not extend to -
(a) the intentional causing of death, or to the attempting to cau e death; 
(b) the doing of anything which the per on doing it knows to be likely to cau e death for any 

purpose other than the preventing of death or grievous hurt, or the curing of any grievous 
di ease or infirmity; 

(c) the voluntary causing of grievous hurt, or to the attempting to cau e grievous hurt, unles it 
be for the purpo e of preventing death or grievous hurt, or the curing of any grievou 
di ea e or infirmity; 

(d) the abetment of any offence, to the committing of which offence it would not extend. 

JLLUSTRATION 
A, in good faith, for his child' benefit, without his child's consent, ha his child cut for the stone 
by a urgeon, knowing it to be likely that the operation will cause the child's death, but not 
intending to cau e the child's death. A is within the exception, in as much a hi object wa the 
cure of the child." 
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person having lawful charge" of that person consents to it. It is not clear at this stage 

who these persons are insofar as mentally disordered adults are concerned. In any event, 

it must be remembered that this is only the case if sterilisation does not amount to 

"grievous hurt". 

Further, the fact that section 89 deals specifically with a person of unsound mind should 

not be interpreted to mean that an adult of unsound mind necessarily cannot give valid 

consent under section 87 or section 88. This view is supported by section 90 of the 

Penal Code, 33 which provides that -

"A consent is not such a consent as is intended by any section of this Code -

(b) if the consent is given by a person who, from unsoundness of mind or 

intoxication, is unable to understand the nature and consequence of that to 

which he gives consent; or 

(c) unless the contrary appears from the context, if the con ent is given by a 

person who is under 12 years of age." 

Unlike a person who is under 12 years of age, a consent given by a person of unsound 

mind can till amount to a consent since the test in section 90(b) is the ability of the 

per on "to understand the nature and consequence of that to which he gives his con ent". 

Therefore, section 89 only applies to a person of unsound mind who i unable to 

con ent due to hi inability to under tand the nature and consequence of the action. 

Nevertheless, if sterilisation amount to "grievous hurt", ection 89 does not apply. The 

guardian or per on with lawful charge of a per on of unsound mind cannot con ent to 

33 See footnote 3 above 
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the sterilisation of a person on any medical ground. The medical condition that 

sterilisation aims to prevent or cure must be one that can cause death or grievous hurt or 

is "grievous" in nature. This appears to be a more stringent test than the test in section 

88, as a guardian cannot consent to inflicting grievous hurt on a person of unsound mind 

even if he or she believes in good faith that the procedure is for the benefit of such 

person. 

d. It is not a crime if sterilisation is performed without consent in an emergency 

(Section 92) 

There are circumstances where a sterilisation of mentally disordered person can proceed 

even without the consent of the guardian or the person having lawful charge. The 

governing provision is section 92 of the Penal Code,34 and it dispenses with the need to 

obtain consent when there is an emergency, provided that the circumstances must be 

such that consent is impossible and that the act must be done for the person's benefit 

and in good faith. Similar to section 89, section 92 also does not apply to the intentional 

34 Section 92 of Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. 1997) reads, amongst others,: -
"Nothing is an offence by reason of any harm which it may cause to a person for whose benefit it 
is done in good faith, even without that person's consent, if the circumstances are such that it is 
impossible for that person to signify consent, or if that person is incapable of giving consent, and 
has no guardian or other person in lawful charge of him from whom it is pos ible to obtain 
consent in time for the thing to be done with benefit: 

Provided that this exception shall not extend to -
(a) the intentional causing of death, or to the attempting to cau e death; 
(b) the doing of anything which the per on doing it knows to be likely to cause death for any 

purpo e other than the preventing of death or grievous hurt, or the curing of any grievous 
di ease or infirmity; 

(c) the voluntary causing of hurt, or lo the attempting to cause hurt, for any purpo e other than 
the preventing death or hurt; 

(d) the abetment of any offence, to the committing of which offence it would not extend. 

ILLUSTRATION 

(c) A, a surgeon, sees a child uffer an accident which is likely to prove fatal unless an operation 
be immediately performed. There is not [sic] time to apply to the child's guardian. A performs 
the operation in pite of the entreaties of the child, intending in good faith, the child' benefit. A 
has committed no offence. 

Explanation - Mere pecuniary benefit is not benefit within the meaning of section 88, 89 and 
92." 
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causing of death; the doing of anything likely to cause death other than to prevent death 

or hurt; the voluntary causing of hurt other than to prevent death or hurt; or the 

abetment of any offence. 

It would appear that section 92 allows for the sterilisation of mentally disordered adults 

who are incapable of giving consent to be performed in the case of an emergency. The 

operation must be done in good faith for the benefit of the patient. However, the 

operation can only be carried out to prevent death or hurt. This is the case even if 

sterilisation does not amount to grievous hurt. Sterilisation of mentally disordered 

adults can therefore be performed without the consent of any person, so long as all the 

following four conditions are satisfied: -

(1) it is impossible for the patient to signify consent, or if the patient is incapable 

of giving consent; 

(2) it is performed in good faith for the benefit of the patient; 

(3) it is not possible to obtain the consent of guardian or other person in lawful 

charge of the patient in time for the procedure to be performed with benefit; 

and 

( 4) it is for the purpose of preventing death or hurt. 

Summary 

The legal po ition of terilisation of mentally di ordered adults depends on whether or 

not sterilisation amounts to grievou hurt under the Penal Code. 35 If sterili ation does 

not amount to grievou hurt, sterilisation can be perfonned on a mentally di ordered 

adult who con ents to it, so long as the person is able to understand the nature and 

con equence of terilisation.36 There i no requirement of "good faith". In cases where 

35 See footnote 3 above 
36 Sections 87 and 90 of the Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. 1997) 
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the mentally disordered adult is unable to give consent due to his or her inability to 

understand the nature and consequence of sterilisation, sterilisation can take place so 

long as it is done in good faith for the benefit of the adult and the consent is given by his 

or her guardian or other person having lawful charge of him or her.37 Such procedure 

need not be for the purpose of preventing death or grievous hurt, or curing of a grievous 

disease. Sterilisation of mentally disordered adults can be performed without the 

consent of any person, so long as firstly, it is impossible for the patient to signify 

consent, or if the patient is incapable of giving consent; secondly, it is performed in 

good faith for the benefit of the patient; thirdly, it is not possible to obtain the consent of 

guardian or other person in lawful charge of the patient in time for the procedure to be 

performed with benefit; and finally it is for the purpose of preventing death or hurt.38 

If sterilisation amounts to grievous hurt, the sterilisation can be justified on a mentally 

disordered adult who had consented to it and was able to understand the nature and 

consequence of sterilisation, and the operation was done in good faith for the benefit of 

the mentally disordered adult.39 In cases where the mentally disordered adult fails to 

give consent due to his or her inability to understand the nature and consequence of 

sterilisation, the sterilisation can take place under the same conditions as the case where 

sterilisation does not amount to grievous hurt, provided the sterilisation i performed for 

the purpose of preventing death or grievous hurt, or the curing of any grievous disease 

or infirmity.40 Sterili ation of mentally disordered adults can be performed without the 

consent of any person under the ame condition as the case where terilisation does not 

. h 41 amount to gnevous urt. 

37 Sections 89 and 90 of the Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. 1997) 
38 Section 92 of the Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. 1997) 
39 Sections 88 and 90 of the Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. 1997) 
40 Section 89 and 90 of the Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. I 997) 
41 Section 92 of the Penal Code (Act 574 Rev. 1997) 
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3.2 Mental health legislation 

The Mental Health Act 200142 received the royal assent on 6 September 2001 and was 

published in the Gazette on 27 September 2001. Unfortunately, this piece of legislation 

has not come into force to date. Therefore, the mental health legislation that is currently 

applicable to peninsular Malaysia remains the Mental Disorders Ordinance 1952.43 

The Mental Disorders Ordinance 195244 governs the admission of mentally retarded 

persons into institutions. It does not deal with the question of whether or not 

sterilisation of mentally disordered adults can be carried out. It does not consider the 

question of consent to medical treatment. No provision in the Ordinance suggests that 

sterilisation can be used as a condition for the release of mentally disordered persons.45 

However, it appears that the Court may appoint one or more committees to take lawful 

charge of the "person and estate" of a mentally disordered person pur uant to section 10 

of the Ordinance, 46 which states -

"(1) If the Court finds that the person who is alleged to be mentally disordered i 

of un ound mind and incapable of managing himself and his affairs, the Court 

may, if it shall think fit, appoint a committee or committees of the per on and 

estate of such person and may make such order, if any, as to the remuneration of 

the committee or committees out of such per on's estate, and as to the giving of 

ecurity by the committee or committees, as to the Court may seem fit. 

(2) If the Court finds that the per on who is alleged to be mentally di ordered is 

incapable of managing hi affairs, but is not dangerous to him elf or to others, 

42 Act 615 
43 Ord. 31of1952 
44 See footnote 44 above 
45 ee Mimi Kamariah, "Right of Mentally Retarded Person In Domestic Relation " ( 1980) 7 JM L 
20 I , at page 212 
46 See footnote 44 above 
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the Court may appoint a committee of his estate, without appointing a committee 

of his person." 

Therefore, it would appear that the "person having lawful charge" of a mentally 

disordered adult who could give consent to treatment on his or her behalf under the 

relevant provisions of the Penal Code47 would be such court appointed committee or 

. "fhi ,,48 comrmttees o s person . 

It is perhaps helpful at this juncture to consider the relevant provisions of the yet-to-be-

in-force Mental Health Act 2001.49 Section 58 of Mental Health Act 200150 contains a 

provision similar to section 10 of the Mental Disorder Ordinance 1952.51 However, 

section 77 of Mental Health Act 200152 is the more relevant provision as it deals with 

the giving of consent for surgery, etc. Section 77 reads as follows -

"77. (1) Where a mentally disordered person is required to undergo surgery, 

electroconvulsive therapy or clinical trials, consent for any of them may be 

given-

(a) by the patient him elf if he is capable of giving con ent as assessed by a 

psychiatrist; 

(b) by his guardian in the ca e of a minor or a relative in the case of an adult, if 

the patient is incapable of giving consent; 

(c) by two psychiatrists, one of whom shall be the attending psychiatrist, if there 

is no guardian or relative of the patient available or traceable and the patient 

him elf is incapable of giving consent. 

47 See footnote 3 above 
48 See Paragraph 3.1 above 
49 See footnote 43 above. Although the Mental Health Act 2001(Act615) is not yet in force, it wa 
applied by the High Court of Kuala Lumpur in a ca e on the estate of a lunatic in Tan Guek Tian v Tan 
Kim Kiat@ Chua Kim Kiat [2007] 3 MU 521 
50 See footnote 43 above 
51 See footnote 44 above 
52 See footnote 43 above 
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(2) For purposes of subsection (1), it shall be the duty of the registered medical 

practitioner concerned to ensure that informed consent is first obtained from the 

patient himself under paragraph (l)(a) before invoking paragraph (l)(b) or (l)(c). 

(3) In cases of emergencies, consent for surgery or electroconvulsive therapy 

may be given -

(a) by the guardian or a relative of the patient; or 

(b) by two medical officers or two registered medical practitioners, as the case 

may be, one of whom shall preferably be a psychiatrist, if there is no 

guardian or relative of the patient immediately available or traceable. 

(4) Except for subsections (1) and (2), no consent is required for other forms of 

conventional treatment. 

(5) In determining whether or not a mentally disordered person is capable of 

giving consent under paragraph (l)(a), the examining psychiatrist shall consider 

whether or not the person examined understands -

(a) the condition for which the treatment is proposed; 

(b) the nature and purpose of the treatment; 

(c) the risks involved in undergoing the treatment; 

( d) the risks involved in not undergoing the treatment; and 

(e) whether or not his ability to consent is affected by his condition." 

It i not clear if the ection applies to sterilisation procedure. Section 77(1) and (3) 

contains the word "surgery". The word "surgery" is not defined in the Mental Health 

Act 2001.53 Ordinarily, as shown in Paragraph 2.1 of Chapter 2, sterili ation almost 

invariably involves surgery. However, besides "surgery", section 77(1) and (3) also 

apply to "electroconvul ive therapy". Electroconvulsive therapy is a kind of treatment 

53 See footnote 43 above 
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common for treating various mental illnesses. If we apply the rule of ejusdem generis,s4 

then the word "surgery" should be construed as the surgery meant for treatment of 

mental condition, in which sterilisation is clearly not one. 

Additionally, if "surgery" covers surgery other than those meant for treatment of mental 

condition, it would not be appropriate to involve only psychiatrists (section 77(1)(c)) 

when the patient is incapable of giving consent and no guardian or relative of the patient 

is available or traceable. Further, section 77(4) provides that no consent is required for 

"other forms of conventional treatment" except for those listed in section 77(1) and (2). 

The phrase "conventional treatment" is not defined. It is, however, very likely that 

"conventional treatment" refers to treatment that are traditionally used to treat a person 

with mental illness. The term cannot be construed in any wider sense since something 

should only be "conventional" with regards to something specific rather than general. If 

such construction is correct, then it should follow that the word "surgery" in section 

77(1) is also one of the forms of conventional treatment, since section 77(4) is supposed 

to cover the "other" forms. 

Therefore, it is unlikely that the requirement of consent for the sterilisation of mentally 

disordered adults is governed by section 77 of the Mental Health Act 2001. ss 

Notwithstanding that, ection 77 remains a significant provision as it acknowledges that 

a mentally di ordered person does not necessarily lack capacity to con ent. The status 

of a mentally di ordered person it elf doe not determine the competence of a per on to 

s4 The rule of ejusdem generis applies lo restricl general words lo lhing of lhe same nalure a lhe 
parlicular lhing which have been menlioned, where lhe parlicular lhings named have some common 
characleri lie which con lilulcs lhem a genus, and lhe general word can be properly regarded a in the 
nature of a sweeping clau e de igned to guard again l accidenlal omission : Moore v Magrath ( 1774) I 
Comp 9 at page 12 per Lord Man field; Lambourn v Mclellan [I 903) 2 Ch 268 
ss See foolnote 43 above 
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consent to treatment. The idea of "informed consent" 56 has been specifically 

incorporated into section 77(2). It has been said that the incorporation of such concept 

in the Mental Health Act 2001 57 is influenced by Principle 11 of the United Nations 

Principles for the Protection of Persons with Mental Illness and the Improvement of 

Mental Health Care.58 Section 77(5) is also important as it lays down, for the first time 

in any legislation in Malaysia, the factors that should be taken into account when 

determining whether or not a mentally disordered person is capable of giving consent. 

It is submitted that informed consent and the list in section 77(5) should be used as a 

guide for anyone who has to determine if sterilisation of mentally disordered adults 

should be performed. 

Section 77 is also important in another setting. Insofar as consent to medical treatment 

is concerned, this section reflects the importance of the views of family member in 

Malay ia. Section 77(1)(b) provides that in the case of an adult, consent for surgery, 

electroconvulsive therapy or clinical trials may be given by "a relative" if the patient is 

incapable of giving consent. The word "relative" is defined in ection 2(1) of the 

Mental Health Act 2001 59 as follows -

""relative" means any of the following persons of or above eighteen years of 

age: 

(a) husband or wife; 

(b) son or daughter; 

( c) father or mother; 

(d) brother or sister; 

56 See Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 for more discu ion on the concept of "informed con ent". 
57 See footnote 43 above 
58 GA re. 46/119, 46 UN GAOR Supp. (No. 49) at 189, UN Doc. A/46/49 (1991). See Harun Mahmud 
Ha him, "Human Right of the Mentally Ill in Malaysia", Proceedings of the 4rh Mental Health 
Convention, (Johor Bahru, 23-24 Augu t 2002). 
59 See footnote 43 above 
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( e) grandparent; 

(f) grandchild; 

(g) maternal or paternal uncle or aunt; 

(h) nephew or niece." 

It is uncertain if such a wide definition of the word "relative" should be taken as a 

codification of the existing medical practice in Malaysia. The fact that even uncle, aunt, 

nephew or niece can consent to treatment on behalf of a mentally disordered adult is of 

concern, especially since section 77 does not impose any condition on how such person 

should exercise this power. This further confirms that section 77 should not be read in 

such a way so as to cover sterilisation of mentally disordered adults, as opposed to only 

the procedures to treat mental condition. 

3.3 Contracts Act 1950 

Section 12 of the Contracts Act 195060 provides, inter alia, that: -

"(1) A person is said to be of ound mind for the purpose of making a contract if, 

at the time when he makes it, he is capable of understanding it and of forming a 

rational judgment as to its effect upon his interests. 

(2) A person who is usually of un ound mind, but occasionally of sound mind, 

may make a contract when he is of sound mind. 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

(a) A patient in a mental hospital, who is at intervals of sound mind, may 

contract during tho e interval . 

" 

60 Act 136 Rev. 1974 
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Although not directly relevant to this thesis, section 12 of the Contracts Act 195061 

recognises that a person who is usually of unsound mind may be of sound mind 

occasionally. This further supports the view that a mentally disordered person does not 

necessarily lack the capacity to give consent, as even the Contracts Act 195062 has 

expressly acknowledged that there could be times when a person who is usually of 

unsound mind can enter into a valid and binding contract. What is important is the 

setting of the parameters for determining the soundness of mind for such purpose, such 

as what section 12(1) of the Contracts Act 195063 has done. 

3.4 Religious rulings, ministerial circulars and orders 

Religious rulings 

On 20 February 1977, at the 12th Islamic Scholar Conference of Malaysia, a fatwa on 

family planning programme was issued,64 that sterilisation of male or female is strictly 

prohibited.65 This fatwa was referred to again in another fatwa issued on 29 December 

1991 at the 28th Session of the Fatwa Committee Convention. 66 This later fatwa 

concerns the Norplant System67 in the National Family Planning Program. The fatwa 

permits the application of the Norplant System but it must be subject to the decision in 

the earlier fatwa in 1977 which prohibit terilisation of both spouses.68 

61 See footnote 61 above 
62 See footnote 61 above 
63 See footnote 61 above 
64 Keputu an Fatwa Muzakarah Jaw. Fatwa Majlis Kebang aan bagi Hal Ehwal Agama Islam (Fatwa of 
the Malaysian National Fatwa Council) dated 20 February 1977 
65 The relevant paragraph of the fatwa is paragraph (a) and it reads "[m]emandulkan lelaki atau 
perempuan hukumnya adalah haram (sterilising male or female is strictly prohibited)". See also Rohani 
Abu Bakar As-Syafte Alhaj, see footnote 26 above 
66 Keputu an Fatwa Muzakarah Jaw. Fatwa Maj I is Kebangsaan bagi Hal Ehwal Agama Islam (Fatwa of 
the Malay ian National Fatwa Council) dated 29 December 1991 
67 Thi i a contraceptive product which con i ts of ix very mall matchstick ize capsule (made of 
silastix tubing) that are placed just under the kin of the upper arm: Norplant System, Ken Chi holrn, 30 
January 2009, LIVESTRONG.COM, Bellevue. 31January2009 
<http://www.live trong.com/article/14164-norplant- ystem/>. 
68 The earlier fatwa of 20 February 1977 is reproduced in the fatwa of 29 December 1991 
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Therefore, although sterilisation per se is not prohibited by the Penal Code, 69 

sterilisation of a person who professes Islam in Malaysia is prohibited by fatwa. This is 

a particularly relevant fact in a country like Malaysia, where the majority of her 

population are Muslims. 

Ministry of Health circular 

Notwithstanding the prohibition of sterilisation in fatwa, sterilisation appears to be 

acceptable in practice. According to a Ministry of Health circular dated 25 July 1959, 

an operation to sterilise a person can be lawfully performed only in those circumstances 

where the operator honestly believes upon reasonable ground that sterilisation is 

necessary to preserve the life of, or to avert serious injury to, the physical or mental 

health of the patient. 70 A doctor should, amongst others, ensure that the patient's 

consent in writing is freely and fully given without influence by others.71 The circular 

does not differentiate between Muslim and non-Muslim patients.72 Nevertheless, the 

circular appears more stringent than the requirements in the Penal Code. 73 The Penal 

Code 74 appears to allow sterilisation done with the consent of the patient for any 

purpose (if sterilisation does not con titute causing grievous hurt), or if sterilisation 

amounts to causing of grievous hurt, it can nevertheless be performed with the consent 

of the patient o long a it is done in good faith for the benefit of the patient.75 

69 See footnote 3 above and Paragraph 3.1 of this Chapter. 
70 Ref. No. MH Cont. 40117 of 25 July 1959, quoted by Ahmad Ibrahim, see footnote 23 above, at page 27 
and by Shamsuddin Bin Abdul Rahman, ee footnote 27 above, at pages 21-22 
71 See footnote 71 above 
72 See footnote 71 above 
73 See footnote 3 above and Paragraph 3.1 of this Chapter 
74 See footnote 3 above 
75 See Paragraph 3 .1 of this Chapter 
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Fees (Medical) Order 198276 

In any event, sterilisation can be regarded as a widely accepted medical procedure in 

Malaysia and it is unlikely to be contrary to public policy. Order 7 and Schedule E of 

the Fees (Medical) Order 1982 77 specifies the charges for operations in government 

hospitals in Malaysia. The classification of operations is set out in Schedule I of the 

same order. 78 Various forms of sterilisation procedure are included in Schedule I. 

Amongst others, Wertheim's hysterectomy, 79 extended hysterectomy, 80 abdominal 

hysterectomy and vaginal hysterectomy are classified as Type B operations; 81 

abdominal sterilization or minilaparotomy82 is a Type D operation;83 and vasectomy is a 

Type E operation. 84 

Staff Medical Scheme 

Another document that can be used to show the acceptance of general public and the 

government towards sterilisation is the medical scheme for the staff of Universiti Utara 

76 P.U.(A) 359/82, pursuant to Sections 3 and 10 of the Fees Act 1951 (Act 209 Rev. 1978) 
77 See footnote 77 above 
78 See Order 18 of Fees (Medical) Order 1982 (P.U.(A) 359/82) 
79 A Wertheim's hysterectomy is only done for cancer of the cervix. The whole womb, the Fallopian 
tubes and ovaries, part of the vagina and lymph glands are removed: Hysterectomy, Surgery Door, 31 
January 2009 <http://www.surgerydoor.co.uk/medical conditions/lndices/H/hy terectomy.htm> 
80 Extended hy terectomy (modified radical hysterectomy) is a term used to de cribe a hysterectomy for 
endometrial cancer. Sometimes it involves a traditional hysterectomy with removal of the lymph glands 
and sometimes a lightly wider excision to prevent cutting through cancer during the operation: 
Treatment, 29 December 2004, WOMB. 31 January 2009 
<http://www.womb.org. uk/Treatment.htm# Age> 
81 According to Schedule E, a Type-B operation costs RM I ,500 for first class ward, RM600 for second 
class ward and RM 100 for third cla s ward. 
82 Minilaparotomy i a form of tubal ligation. It i an abdominal surgical approach to the fallopian tubes 
by mean of an incision less than 5 cm in length, so a to permanently occlude the fallopian tubes: 
EngenderHealth, Minilaparotomy for Female Sterilization: An Illustrated Guide for Service Providers, 
2003, 1 November 2006 
<http://www.engenderhealth.org/res/offc/steril/minilap/pdf/minilaparotomy ch 1-2.pdf> 
83 According to Schedule E, a Type-D operation costs RM300 for first class ward, RMl50 for econd 
cla s ward and RM20 for third class ward. 
84 According to Schedule E, a Type-E operation cost RMI50 for fir t class ward, RM80 for econd clas 
ward and RM 15 for third cl as ward. 
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Malaysia, which is a public university. 85 The scheme expressly covers "sterilisation" 

for the purpose of family planning. 86 

3.5 Persons with Disabilities Act 2008 

Persons with Disabilities Act 200887 came into force on 7 July 2008.88 It is the first law 

in Malaysia that deals specifically with persons with disabilities. Amongst others, this 

law recognises the importance of accessibility to health in enabling persons with 

disabilities to fully and effectively participate in society.89 

It is not clear whether "persons with disabilities" under this new law covers mentally 

disordered persons. The term "persons with disabilities" is not defined, neither is the 

word "disabilities". It appears from section 22(3) that the Minister 90 may make 

regulations to prescribe who may be registered as persons with disabilities. 91 Since no 

regulation has yet to be made under this law, it remains to be seen whether all mentally 

disordered persons will be considered "persons with disabilities" for the purpo e of this 

law. 

In the event mentally disordered persons are considered "persons with disabilities", at 

least two ection of this law, namely section 35 and section 36, may be relevant for the 

purpose of terilisation of mentally disordered persons. Section 35 state that person 

with disabilities have the right to the enjoyment of health on an equal basis with per ons 

85 Skim Perkhidmatan Perubatan Staf Univer iti Utara Malaysia (Universiti Utara Malay ia Staff Medical 
Service Scheme), 28 May 2007 
<http://portal.uum.edu.my/portalbm/hebahan pendaftar/skim perubatan staf uum.pdf> 
86 See footnote 86 above, at page 6 
87 Act 685 
88 P.U.(B) 268/2008 
89 See the Preamble to Per ons with Disabilities Act 2008 (Act 685) 
90 Section 2 of Per ons with Disabilities Act 2008 (Act 685) defines "Mini tcr" to mean "the Minister 
charged with the re pon ibility for social welfare". 
91 Section 22(3)(b) of Per ons with Disabilities Act 2008 (Act 685) 
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without disabilities.92 The word "health" is not defined, it can therefore be argued that 

the right to the enjoyment of health should include the right to have oneself sterilised. If 

persons without disabilities see sterilisation as a way to improve health, there is no 

reason persons with disabilities should be deprived of such procedure. Section 35 goes 

on to say that the National Council for Persons with Disabilities, the private sector and 

non-governmental organisation must take measures to ensure persons with disabilities 

have access to health services that are gender sensitive.93 

Section 36 provides that the Government and the private healthcare service provider 

must make available "essential health services to persons with disabilities which shall 

include ... prevention of further occurrence of disabilities ... ". 94 Since the word 

"disabilities" is not defined, it is not clear whether sterilisation will nece sarily render a 

person "disabled" for the purpose of section 36(1). It is also not clear whether the 

"further" disabilities that should be prevented should be the same disabilities that 

rendered the person disabled in the first place. If terilisation always amounts to further 

disabilities under the section, sterilisation of disabled person can never be carried out 

without contravening this provision. Such interpretation is however too restrictive and 

may be in direct conflict with section 35. It is therefore argued that this cannot be the 

. . f th 1 . 1 95 mtenuon o e eg1s ature. 

In any event, the biggest anomaly to the Persons with Disabilities Act 200896 is perhaps 

the ab ence of enforcement provision and sanction to ensure compliance with the law. 

92 Section 35( I) of Per ons with Disabilitie Act 2008 (Act 685) 
93 Section 35(2) of Persons with Disabilities Act 2008 (Act 685) 
94 Section 36( I) of Persons with Disabilities Act 2008 (Act 685). 
95 Such interpretation doe not take into account the situation where sterilisation is necessary to avoid 
danger to health, or situation where sterili ation is the wish of a disabled person of sound mind. 
96 See footnote 88 above. 
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Until and unless penalties are introduced, this law will remain at best a paper tiger and it 

is unlikely that the ambiguous provisions in this law will be clarified. 
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Chapter 4 

Moving Away from the History: from Protecting the State's Interest to Protecting 

the Person's Interest 

The history of sterilising mentally disordered persons in the US, as outlined in 

Paragraph 2.2 of Chapter 2, was driven mainly by the state's desire to reduce the 

number of "imbeciles" so as to improve the economic and social welfare of its people. 

The mentally disordered persons were expected to make this sacrifice in the interest of 

the general welfare of the state, especially since they were deemed not capable of 

appreciating the sacrifice. 

As seen in Chapter 3, today most countries appear to have put that part of the history 

behind them. Many factors contributed to the decline of such practice, and perhaps the 

most significant factor insofar as the development of the law is concerned is the shift of 

emphasis from protecting the interest of the state to protecting the interest of the person. 

This is evident in the types of concepts and principles commonly used by the courts in 

their deliberation on sterilisation issues, notably human rights, the principle of 

autonomy, the best interests test and the distinction between therapeutic and non-

therapeutic procedure. 

4.1 Human rights 

In 1942, 15 years after Buck v Bell 1 wa decided, 2 the US Supreme Court had the 

chance to re-con ider the question of sterilisation in the case of Skinner v Oklahoma.3 

In that ca e, it was recognised for the fir t time in the US court that terili ation 

I (1927) 274 US 200 
2 See Paragraph 2.2. l of Chapter 2 
3 (1942) 316 us 535 
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involved basic civil rights of man. Skinner v Oklahoma4 is about the sterilisation of a 

habitual criminal rather than a mentally disordered person. The Oklahoma's Habitual 

Criminal Sterilization Act (US)5 provided that a person who had been convicted two or 

more times for felonies could be made sexually sterile. The US Supreme Court held 

that that law was unconstitutional for lack of due process and denial of equal protection 

of the law. Justice Douglas said the following on the relationship between basic civil 

rights and sterilisation -

"We are dealing with legislation which involves one of the basic civil rights of 

man. Marriage and procreation are fundamental to the very existence and 

survival of human race. The power to sterilize, if exercised, may have subtle, 

far-reaching and devastating effect. ... There is no redemption for the individual 

whom the law touches .... He is forever deprived of a basic liberty."6 

In England, the case of Re D (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation) 7 also considered 

sterilisation operation as one that involves the deprivation of the right of a woman to 

reproduce. That case concerned an 11-year-old girl, D, who was suffering from the 

Sotos syndrome. 8 D was not as seriously retarded as some children suffering from 

mental handicaps. She had an intelligence quotient of about 80 and had the 

under tanding of a child of about nine years of age. D's mother wanted a sterilisation 

operation to be performed on D because she was worried that D might be educed and 

would give birth to an abnormal baby. D's mother also believed that D would be 

4 See footnote 3 above 
5 57 O.S. 1941§§171-195 
6 (1942) 316 US 535, at page 541. The judges in that ca e did not condemn involuntary terilisation, 
neither did they overrule Buck v Bell (1927) 274 US 200. It has been said that the law was struck down 
not becau e it involved sterili ation, but because it pared certain "white-collar" criminal from a punitive 
mea ure aimed at other thrice-convicted per ons. See Reilly, P.R., "Eugenic Sterilization in the United 
States'', Genetics and the Law Ill - National Symposium on Genetics and the Law, Ed., Aubrey Milunsky 
and George J. Anna , (New York: Plenum Press, 1985), at page 23 7 
7 

[ 1976) Fam. 185, [ J 976) J All ER 326 
8 The igns and ymptoms of the Sotos syndrome include accelerated growth during infancy, epilepsy, 
generali ed cl um ine s, unusual facial appearance, behaviour problems, certain aggre sive tendencies and 
ome impairment of mental function. 
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incapable of bringing up a child. An action was brought by an educational psychologist 

to the Family Division of the High Court in 1976 to prevent the proposed hysterectomy 

operation on D. The order to prevent the sterilisation of D was granted. 

In 1986, the Supreme Court of Canada in the case of Re Eve9 said that sterilisation 

amounted to a grave intrusion on a person's right. The judge in that case also placed 

significant emphasis on the serious implications of sterilisation as it removed from the 

person the privilege of giving birth. The case of Re Eve 10 concerned a mentally retarded 

girl, Eve, who was 24 years old. Eve' mother commenced the proceeding to eek 

permission to Eve's sterilisation by tubal ligation. Eve suffered from extreme 

expressive aphasia11 and was at least mildly to moderately retarded. The application of 

Eve's mother was denied by the court of first instance but allowed by the Supreme 

Court of Prince Edward I land on appeal. The latter court ordered sterilisation by way 

of a hy terectomy. Eve's guardian ad /item appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada. 

The Supreme Court of Canada allowed the appeal and re tored the decision of the court 

of fir t in tance. However, the court considered the right to procreate and the right not 

to procreate and concluded that the choice between the two alleged con titutional right 

wa one the courts could not safely exerci e. 

4.2 Principle of autonomy and the best interests test 

When we look at terili ation from the human rights per pective, the ernpha i would be 

on the right of the person undergoing the sterilisation. Thi is closely linked to the 

principle of autonomy which provide that every person ha the right to determine what 

hould be done with his own body. Similarly, the be t intere ts test, arguably the mo t 

9 (1986) 31 DLR (41
h) I, [1986) 2 SCR 388 

10 See footnote 9 above 
11 Expre ive apha ia wa a condition in which the patient was unable to communicate outwardly 
thoughts or concepts. 
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popular test used by courts when considering sterilisation matters, has to be applied for 

the best interests of the person undergoing the procedure and not anyone else. It can 

therefore be said that the main feature of the best interests test in the context of 

sterilisation is that the procedure can only be allowed if it is in the best interests of the 

patient himself or herself. 

The way the best interests test has been applied, however, varies to a great extent. In 

the US, the Supreme Court of Washington considered a multitude of factors when 

deciding how a superior court should exercise its authority to grant a petition for the 

sterilisation of a severely mentally retarded girl of 16 years in the 1980 case of Re 

Hayes. 12 Justice Horowitz stressed that due to the serious effects of a sterili ation 

operation, all relevant factors must be carefully considered before the power can be 

exercised. The factors were consolidated into a set of guidelines, which consi ted of 

three steps. The first was to find that the individual was incapable of making hi or her 

own decision about sterilisation and was unlikely to develop such capacity in the 

foreseeable future. The econd step was to show that the individual was physically 

capable of procreation, was likely to engage in sexual activity and that the di ability 

rendered the per on permanently incapable of caring for a child. The la t tep wa to 

find that there were no alternative to terili ation. The following three uh-factor had 

to be proven for this last tep, namely less drastic contraceptive method were 

unworkable; the propo ed method entailed the lea t inva ion of the body of the 

individual; and current tate of scientific and medical knowledge did not ugge t either 

that a reversible sterili ation procedure would hortly be available or that cience wa 

on the thre hold of an advance in the treatment of the individual' disability. 13 All the e 

12 (1980) 608 P.2d 635 
13 Ju tice tafford, in hi partially dis enting judgment, aw thi la t tep a rendering the "burden of 
proof o impo ible of accompli hmcnt that the forum cannot be used". 
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factors must be proved by clear, cogent and convincing evidence. The court did not 

order sterilisation in that case as the burden had not been met. 

Almost all the English cases held that the sole principie for deciding whether or not 

sterilisation should be performed is whether or not the procedure is in the best interests 

of the patient. 14 However, unlike the US, not much guidelines were developed on how 

the best interests test should be applied. Many factors and principles have been 

considered during or alongside the application of the best interests test and it is not 

possible to work out from all these cases how one should apply the best interests test 

without compromising its certainty. The earlier cases determined the question of best 

interests purely based on facts, without providing any guideline that future decision

makers can rely on. One such case is Re B (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation). 15 

Re B (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation) 16 was first brought to the Family Division of 

the High Court by the Sunderland Borough Council in 1986. Sunderland Borough 

Council applied for B to be made a ward of court and for the court to grant leave for B 

to undergo a terilisation operation. B was a 17-year-old girl. She was mentally 

retarded, was prone to outbursts of aggre sion and was epileptic. She had a mental age 

of five or six. Her ability to understand speech is that of a six-year-old, but her ability 

to expre her elf was comparable to that of a two-year-old child. The five judges at the 

Hou e of Lords unanimously dismissed the appeal on the ground that it was in B's be t 

intere t to have her sterilised. The fact of the ca e were examined in considerable 

14 See Re B (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation) (1988] 1 AC 199, (1987] 2 All ER 206; T v T and Another 
[1988] Fam 52, [1988] I All ER 613; Re F (mental patient: sterilisation) [1990] 2 AC I, [1989] 2 All ER 
545; Re W (mental patient) (sterilisation) [ 1993] I FLR 381, [ 1993] Fam Law 208; Re HG (specific issue 
order: sterilisation) 16 BMLR 50, [1993] 1 FLR 587, [ 1993] Fam Law 403; Re LC (medical treatment: 
sterilisation) [ 1997] 2 FLR 258, (1997] Fam Law 604; Re S (medical treatment: adult sterilisation) 
[1998] 1FLR944, (1998] Fam Law 325; Re X (adult sterilisation) (1998] 2 FLR 1124, [1998] Fam Law 
737; Re Z (medical treatment: hysterectomy) [2000] I FLR 523, (2000] Fam Law 321; A National Health 
Trust v C (a patient by her friend the Official Solicitor) (8 February 2000). 
15 (1988] l AC 199, [1987] 2 All ER 206 
16 See footnote 15 above 
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detail but the House of Lords provided no guidelines on how the conclusion that 

sterilisation was in the best interests of the girl was arrived, besides stressing that the 

distinction between non-therapeutic and therapeutic treatment, as well as the basic right 

of a person to reproduce, were wholly irrelevant to the question. 17 The same approach 

was followed by T v T and Another18 and Re HG (specific issue order: sterilisation). 19 

The landmark decision on sterilisation in Australia, the Marion's Case, 20 concerns 

minor person rather than adult. This is because most states in Australia have enacted 

legislation to deal with sterilisation of mentally disordered adults. 21 The majority of the 

17 The facts considered in that case include: B had the physical sexual drive and inclinations of a 
physically mature young woman of 17; B was vulnerable to sexual approaches and had once been found 
in a compromising situation in a bathroom; there was significant danger of pregnancy re ulting from 
casual intercourse; it would be difficult to detect or diagnose pregnancy early in time for safe abortion to 
take place because B menstruated irregularly; B would not understand or be capable of easily supporting 
the inconveniences and pains of pregnancy; the process of delivery would likely be traumatic and would 
cause her to panic; the child would probably have to be delivered by Caesarian section but B would be 
likely to pick at the operational wound and tear it open due to her high intolerance to pain; B would be 
"terrified, distressed and extremely violent" during normal labour; B had no maternal instincts and was 
not likely to develop any; B had an antipathy to small children; B would not be able to raise or care for a 
child of her own. 
18 (1988] Fam. 52, (1988] l All ER 613. This is the first reported English ca eon terili ation of mentally 
disordered adult. The action was brought by T's mother in 1987 to seek a declaration that it would not be 
unlawful to, amongst others, sterilise T. Twas a girl of 19 years of age. Her mental condition is similar 
to that ofB in Re B (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation) (1988] 1AC199, (1987] 2 All ER 206. The main 
difference lies in the fact that T was in fact pregnant and a declaration was also sought to terminate the 
pregnancy. In that ca e, Wood J followed Re B (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation) (1988] l AC 199, 
(1987] 2 All ER 206 but did not refer to Re D (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation) (1976] Fam. 185, 
[ 1976] J All ER 326, and gave three grounds for making the declaration. The first was the fact that T 
could never con ent. The second was that the operations were in T's best interests. It appears from the 
judgment that this conclusion was ba ed on "medical evidence". The third ba i was that the operation 
would not be tortiou act . 
19 The judge in this ca e took into account the factors et out by Lord Templeman in Re B (a minor) 
(wardship: sterilisation) (1988] 1AC199, (1987] 2 All ER 206, and followed the House of Lords' 
decision in Re B (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation) (1988] l AC 199, (1987] 2 All ER 206, except that it 
added the anxiety of the carers into the equation of the be t interests test. See Chapter 6 for the fact of 
this ca e. 
20 Secretary, Department of Health and Community Services v J. W.B. and S.M.B.('Marion 's Case ') 
(1992) 175 CLR 218, 66 ALJR 300 
21 Victoria (Guardian hip and Administration Board Act 1986 (No. 58 of 1986)), New South Wales 
(Guardian hip Act 1987 (Act 257 of 1987)), South Australia (Guardian hip and Administration Act 1993 
(No. 61 of 1993)), Northern Territory (Adult Guardianship Act 1988 (No. 45 of 1988)), Western Australia 
(Guardian hip and Administration Act I 990 (No. 24 of 1990)) and Au tralian Capital Territory 
(Guardian hip and Management of Property Act 1991 (No. 62 of 1991 )) have court or tribunal in ti gated 
tatutory third party con ent requirements in relation to sterili ation of adults. See al o Goldhar, Jeff, 

"The Sterilization of Women with an Intellectual Di ability" (1991) 10 University of Tasmania Law 
Review 157, at page 158 and the Law Reform Commission of Western Au tralia, Report on Consent to 
Sterilisation of Minors , (Project No 77 Part Il), (Perth: The Law Reform Commis ion of Western 
Au tralia, 1994), at pages 30-32 
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judges in the Marion's Case,22 when considering the precise function of a court when 

asked to authorise sterilisation, said that the court had to decide if sterilisation was in 

the best interests of the child. Although the phrase "best interests of the child" was 

imprecise, it was confined by the notion of the "step of last resort". However, the 

majority rejected the fundamental right to reproduce as a basis for arriving at the 

decision. The judges chose to leave the following question open, namely whether there 

existed in the common law a fundamental right to reproduce which was independent of 

the right to personal inviolability. 

Marion's Case23 concerned a 14-year-old mentally retarded girl using the pseudonym of 

Marion. Marion suffered from mental retardation, severe deafness and epilepsy. Her 

parents applied to the Family Court of Au tralia for an order authorising performance of 

a hysterectomy and an ovariectomy on Marion. The hysterectomy was proposed for the 

purpose of preventing pregnancy and menstruation, whereas the ovariectomy was 

proposed to stabilise hormonal fluxes. The High Court of Australia wa not a ked to 

decide whether the operations were in Marion' best interests. In tead, the Court ha to 

decide whether parents of a minor could lawfully authori e the carrying out of a 

sterilisation procedure in the Northern Territory without an order of a court. The 

majority judgment,24 delivered by Ma on CJ, Dawson J, Toohey J and Gaudron J, held 

that court authori ation is neces ary a there were factor involved in a deci ion to 

authori e sterili ation which, in order to ensure the be t protection of the intere t of a 

child, hould be decided by the court. 

22 See footnote 20 above 
23 Sec footnote 20 above 
24 The High Court of Au tralia produced a total of four judgments in re pect of the Marion's Case (1992) 
175 CLR 218, 66 ALJR 300. 
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An attempt to develop a method of determining best interests was made in Australia 

subsequent to the Marion's Case25 in Land GM v MM. 26 In that case, the Australian 

Family Court considered the application for the performance of an abdominal 

hysterectomy on a 17-year-old girl called Sarah. Warnick Jin that case examined each 

of the alleged benefits and detriments of the operation for Sarah in tum, and it covered 

the following headings: hygiene; proposed move to residential accommodation; risk of 

sexual abuse; pregnancy; removal of risk of uterine and cervical pathology; epileptic 

seizures during menstruation; Sarah's emotional state and pain about and during 

menstruation; the position of Sarah's carers; the parents' view, the risks of operation; 

and alternative procedures to prevent menstruation. The judge then made a list of the 

benefits and detriments of the sterilisation operation and held that there was no clear and 

convincing proof that sterilisation was in Sarah's be t interests. In short, that case has 

followed the approach of the majority of the judges in the Marion's Case27 and applied 

the best interests test by considering the many factors deemed relevant to the 

determination of the best interests of Sarah. 

4.3 Distinction between therapeutic and non-therapeutic sterilisation 

Some cases have u ed the distinction between therapeutic and non-therapeutic 

procedure to determine if sterili ation procedure hould be authorised. It was argued in 

these case that terilisation procedure should never be performed for "non-therapeutic" 

purpose a that may not be for the best interest of the patient. 

One of the trongest advocates for the u e of the distinction between therapeutic and 

non-therapeutic sterilisation i La Fore t Jin the Canadian case of Re Eve. 28 It wa held 

25 See footnote 20 above 
26 

( 1994) FLC 92 
27 See footnote 20 above 
28 See footnote 9 above 
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in that case that sterilisation procedure should never be authorised for non-therapeutic 

purposes under the parens patriae jurisdiction. It was said that one could never safely 

determine that a non-therapeutic sterilisation was for the benefit of that person. The 

judgment did not set out clearly what amounts to non-therapeutic sterilisation. Prior to 

the decision of Re Eve, 29 the Court of Appeal of British Columbia ordered the 

performance of a hysterectomy on a seriously retarded child in Re K and Public 

Trustee. 30 The court in that case held that the operation was therapeutic, based on the 

child's phobic aversion to blood and the fear that her menstrual period would seriously 

affect her. 31 It is not clear if the judge in Re Eve32 intended the word "therapeutic" to 

cover the circumstances of Re Kand Public Trustee. 33 

The Engli h ca e of Re D (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation;34 adopted the di tinction 

between therapeutic and non-therapeutic treatments and held that terili ation could be 

performed on therapeutic ground without the need to obtain consent from anyone. 

Heilbron J granted an order to prevent the sterilisation of D in that case becau e it was, 

inter alia, not "medically indicated".35 Therefore, it i argued that the conclu ion that 

sterilisation hould never be allowed for non-therapeutic purpo es is a principle arising 

from the application of the best intere ts test, that any non-con ensual sterilisation for 

non-therapeutic purpo es could not be in the best interest of a person. 

29 See footnote 20 above 
30 (1985) 19 DLR (4th) 255, 63 BCLR 145, [1985] 4 WWR 724 
31 It wa however tre ed in this case that this ca e could not and mu t not be regarded as a precedent to 
be followed in ca e involving sterili ation of mentally di ordered per on for contraceptive purpo e . 
32 See footnote 20 above 
33 See footnote 30 above 
34 ee footnote 7 above 
35 [1976] Fam. 185, at 196F-G 
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However, the House of Lords in the case of Re B (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation;36 

regarded such distinction as totally meaningless, and, if meaningful, was irrelevant to 

the best interests test. 

The later House of Lords' decision in Re F (mental patient: sterilisation)37 did not 

expressly mention the distinction between therapeutic and non-therapeutic treatment, 

but all the judges there concurred that treatment for the purpose of preserving life or 

improving or preventing the deterioration of physical or mental health can be carried out 

without the consent of the patient. Lord Bridge and Lord Griffiths appeared to share the 

view that sterilisation for purely medical reasons can be performed without consent, 

hence indirectly acknowledging the distinction between therapeutic and non-therapeutic 

sterilisation.38 Lord Bridge and Lord Goff said that treatment necessary to preserve the 

well-being of a patient could also be lawfully given without consent. It is nevertheless 

not clear what the word "well-being" connotes or if sterilisation for the purpose of 

preventing menstruation hould be considered as a therapeutic procedure. 

The di tinction between therapeutic and non-therapeutic was also considered along with 

the best interests test in Re E (a minor) (medical treatment) 39 and Re GF (medical 

treatment). 40 Both cases were reported in 1991 and both ca es labelled sterilisation for 

the purpo e of preventing menstruation a a "therapeutic" procedure, and u ed that to 

distingui h uch ca e from the other terilisation case . The former case concerned a 

minor, while the latter case was about a 29-year-old adult. The facts and decision of 

both case were similar, and both cases were decided by Sir Stephen Brown P sitting in 

36 See footnote 15 above 
37 

[ 1990] 2 AC I , [1989] 2 All ER 545. See Paragraph 5.1.2 of Chapter 5 for the fact of this ca e. 
38 Lord Bridge said that tho e who administer "curative or prophylactic treatment" on incompetent or 
uncon ciou patients should be immune from liability in negligence not with tanding the lack of con ent, 
if they acted with due kill and care, judged by the tandard in Bo/am v Friern Hospital Management 
Committee [ 1957] 2 All ER 118, [ 1957] I WLR 582. 
39 [1991] 2 FLR 585, [1992] Fam Law 15, 7 BMLR 117 
40 

[ 1992] l FLR 293, 7 BMLR 135 
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the Family Division of the High Court. Both girls suffered from mental handicap and 

were cared for by their parents. It was proposed that the girls undergo hysterectomy 

operation because they suffered from serious menorrhagia, which means excessively 

heavy menstruation. The conditions of both girls could not be satisfactorily treated by 

hormones. Sir Stephen Brown P was of the view that the operation was in the best 

interests of the girls. However, the judge emphasised in both cases that the purpose of 

the proposed operation was not to achieve sterilisation. The hysterectomy operation 

was required for "therapeutic" reasons. Sterilisation was the inevitable and incidental 

result of hysterectomy. The judge held that the consent of court (in the case of a minor) 

or a declaration of the court as to its lawfulness (in the case of an adult) was not 

necessary for a proposed therapeutic operation which would have the incidental effect 

of sterilising a woman who cannot consent, where the operation was necessary to 

improve the health of the patient, or to prevent deterioration in her health. 

These two cases had brought back the distinction between "therapeutic" and "non-

therapeutic" purposes of sterilisation operation, which had been discredited by the 

House of Lords in Re B (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation),41 and ubtly re urrected by 

the House of Lords in Re F (mental patient: sterilisation). 42 Nonetheless, it is submitted 

that both ca es may have been too liberal in their interpretation of the word 

"therapeutic". 

In Au tralia, the distinction between "therapeutic" and "non-therapeutic" wa the first 

basis upon which the majority of the judges in the Marion's Case43 decided that court 

hould be involved in authorising sterilisation o a to ensure the be t protection of the 

41 See footnote 15 above 
42 See footnote 37 above 
43 See footnote 20 above 
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interests of a child. However, the judges acknowledged that the dividing line between 

therapeutic and non-therapeutic sterilisation might be unclear. 

This chapter illustrated how the courts had grappled with the various principles aimed at 

protecting the interest of the individual concerned as opposed to the general welfare of 

the state as a whole. The shift of paradigm may have been a slow process but the 

history of sterilising mentally disordered persons has certainly played a role in 

reminding the courts why the shift has been necessary. The judges in the earlier 

judgments appeared to have made more reference to the history of sterilising mentally 

disordered persons in their judgments. As acknowledged by La Forest J in Re Eve,44 

social history has clouded our vision. A commentator who considers the judgment of 

Re Eve 45 as being too conservative has described the decision of Re Eve 46 as an 

"overreaction to the abuses of the past".47 

44 See footnote 9 above 
45 See footnote 9 above 
46 See footnote 9 above 
47 Shone, Margaret A. , "Mental Health - Sterilization of Mentally Retarded Persons - Parens Patriae 
Power: Re Eve" ( 1987) 66 Canadian Bar Review 635, at page 645 
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Chapter S 

The Scope of the Best Interests Test 

As seen in Chapter 4, sterilisation can only be performed if it is in the best interests of 

the patient but it is not easy to work out how exactly the best interests should be 

determined. The question of "how" involves at least two questions: one is a 

jurisdictional question of "who" should decide, the other is the substantive question of 

"what" considerations should be taken into account. The answer provided by cases in 

various jurisdictions shows how important a role doctors play in the decision making 

process. It should be noted that although the focus of this thesis is on adults rather than 

minors, some cases on minor persons are also examined to illustrate the way court have 

decided issues that are common to both adults and minors. 

5.1 Who decides best interests? 

5.1.1 Jurisdiction 

Canada 

The jurisdictional position in Canada was conclusively decided by the ca e of Re Eve, 1 

which states that the court can use its parens patriae jurisdiction to authori e the 

performance of a surgical operation that is necessary to the health of an adult person 

who cannot care for himself or her elf. Nevertheless, the parens patriae juri diction 

should never be u ed to authorise terili ation for non-therapeutic purpo e . In arriving 

at this conclusion, La Forest J empha i ed that the exerci e of the parens patriae 

juri diction wa confined to doing what is neces ary for the protection of the person for 

who e benefit it wa exercised. 

1 (I 986) 3 I DLR ( 4 lh) I, [I 986) 2 SCR 388. See more di cu ions on this case in Chapter 4. 
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Australia 

The jurisdictional position in Australia insofar as mentally disordered adults are 

concerned is largely governed by the respective state legislation.2 For instance, sections 

3 and 21 of the Adult Guardianship Act3 (Australia) of the Northern Territory place 

such decision in the hands of the Local Court. Insofar as minors are concerned, cases 

were divided on the issue of mandatory court involvement prior to the Marion's Case. 4 

Two first instance decisions, namely Re a Teenager5 and Attorney-General (Qld) v 

Parents ('In Re S '), 6 held that parental consent was sufficient and approval of court was 

unnecessary.7 Another two first instance decisions, namely Re Jane and Re Elizabeth} 

held that court's consent was required as it was too dangerous to leave the decision in 

the hands of the parents and the medical profession.9 The position in Au tralia now is 

the one laid down by the Marion's Case, 10 namely only a court can authorise 

sterilisation of a mentally disordered child. 

New Zealand 

New Zealand has a statute on terili ation, namely the Contraception, Sterilisation and 

Abortion Act 1977 (New Zealand) 11 
• By statute, parents of an intellectually 

handicapped child might give consent to such an operation, but doctors had to al o 

satisfy themselves that the consent was for the benefit of the child. 12 Hillyer Jin Re X13 

opined that to require parent to go before the court for determination in every ca e 

2 See footnote 21 of Chapter 4 
3 No. 45of1988 
4 Secretary, Department of Health and Community Services v J. W.B. and S.M.B. ('Marion's Case') 
(1992) J 75 CLR 218, 66 AI.JR 300. See al o Paragraph 4.2 of Chapter 4 
5 

[ 1989] FLC 92-006 
6 (1989) 98 FLR 41 
7 In any event, Re a Teenager [ 1989] FLC 92-006 held that the parental right had to be exercised in 
accordance with the welfare principle and could be challenged, even overridden, if it wa not so exercised. 
8 [1989] FLC 92-023, (1989) 13 Fam LR 47 
9 Both ca e tated prevention of menstruation a the purpose of the terilisation procedure. 
10see footnote 4 above. 
11 Public Act: 1977 No. 112 
12 Section 34 of Contraception, Stcrili ation and Abortion Act 1977 (Public Act: J 977 No. 112) (New 
Zealand) 
13 [ 1991] 2 NZLR 365. Sec also Chapter 6. 
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would place too great a burden on parents. It is against this backdrop that Hillyer J 

listed 17 factors to assist doctors in making their decisions. 14 

England 

The jurisdictional position in England is different from that in Canada, Australia and the 

US. As stated by Lord Brandon in Re F (mental patient: sterilisation), 15 unlike England, 

the parens patriae jurisdiction in respect of persons of unsound mind is still available to 

the courts in Canada, Australia and the US. As a result, the position in England prior to 

the coming into force of the Mental Capacity Act 2005 (UK) 16 in April 2007 remained 

that of the position laid down by the House of Lords in Re F (mental patient: 

sterilisation). 11 

In Re F (mental patient: sterilisation), 18 the House of Lords held that no court had 

jurisdiction to give or withhold consent to a sterilisation operation in the ca e of an adult 

as it would in wardship proceedings in the ca e of a minor. This was because the 

parens patriae jurisdiction of the Crown as related to person of unsound mind no longer 

exi ted. Besides, the jurisdiction under the Mental Health Act 1983 (UK) 19 was limited 

to making orders in relation to the property and analogous affairs of a mental patient 

and did not extend to consenting to medical or surgical treatment. The court al o did 

not have the jurisdiction to approve or disapprove an operation.20 The court however 

14 See Chapter 6 
15 [1990] 2 AC 1, [1989] 2 All ER 545 
16 c. 9. The MCA applie to England and Wale and it aims to clarify the laws in relation to deci ion
making on behalf of mentally disordered adults. Section 2(5) of the MCA provides that the MCA applies 
to a per on that is 16 or over. However, pur uant to Section 18(3), the powers in relation to property may 
be exercised in relation to a younger per on who has disabilitie which will cau e the incapacity to last 
into adulthood: paragraph 24 of Explanatory Notes to MCA. 
17 See footnote 15 above 
18 See footnote 15 above 
19 c. 20 
20 However, at the Court of Appeal, all three judges, namely Lord Donaldson, Neill U and Butler-Slo s 
U, were of the view that eeking court declaration on the lawfulness of the procedure was not the 
appropriate procedure. Neill Ll remarked that declaration i not a satisfactory form of procedure because 
if the claim were unopposed, the proceedings would be open lo the technical objections that declarations 
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had the jurisdiction to make declarations as part of the inherent jurisdiction. The House 

of Lords hence decided that the court could declare the lawfulness of such an operation 

on the ground that it was in the best interests of the patient. Although such declaration 

was not necessary to establish the lawfulness of the operation, the majority of the judges 

agreed that as a matter of good practice the court's jurisdiction should be invoked 

whenever such an operation was proposed.21 Lord Brandon listed six special features of 

such an operation to justify why such practice is highly desirable. The first was the 

irreversibility of the operation. Secondly, the operation deprived a fundamental right of 

a woman and thirdly, such deprivation gave rise to important moral and emotional 

considerations. The fourth feature was the higher risk of a decision being decided 

wrongly without the involvement of court. Fifthly, in the absence of the involvement of 

court, there was a risk of the operation being carried out for improper reasons or with 

improper motives. Finally, involvement of the court in the decision to operate could 

protect the doctors from subsequent adverse criticisms or claims. 

If the sterili ation is performed on therapeutic grounds, then according to Re GF 

(medical treatment), 22 court declaration need not be made so long a two medical 

practitioners are satisfied that the operation is necessary for therapeutic purposes, is in 

the best interests of the patient and there is no practicable and less intrusive means of 

treating the condition. 

are not in the ordinary way made by consent nor where the defendant or re pondcnt has asserted no 
contrary claim. They were of the view that approval of the court (under its inherentjuri diction) hould 
be obtained before operation of this kind wa carried out. 
21 Lord Griffiths disagreed with other judges on this point. His Lordship was of the view that the law 
ought to be that approval of the court must be obtained before sterilisation of a woman incapable of 
giving consent could be carried out. On grounds of public interest, an operation to terilise a woman 
incapable of giving consent either on grounds of age or mental incapacity was unlawful if performed 
without the con ent of the High Court. Lord Goff di agreed with this propo ition and aid that if it 
became the invariable practice of the medical profession not to sterili e an adult woman incapacitated 
from giving con ent unle a declaration that the proposed operation wa lawful was fir t ought from the 
court, there would be hardly any practical difference between seeking the court's approval under the 
~arens patriae juri diction and eeking a declaration as to the lawfulne of the operation. 

2 
[ 1992) I FLR 293, 7 BMLR 135 
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The Practice Note issued by the Official Solicitor in 2006 23 took into account the 

development of case law in this area and stated that sterilisation for contraceptive 

purposes of a person who cannot consent is a category of treatment in which case-law 

has established that a court application should be made. 24 

The Practice Note however did not specify if sterilisation on purely medical grounds 

could be performed without the prior sanction of a judge. The Mental Capacity Act 

2005 (UK)25 has not materially altered the current position, as it specifies that court 

sanction is unnecessary so long as the principles set out in the Mental Capacity Act 

2005 (UK) 26 are followed. The court however still retains the power to make 

declarations. In the event of difficulties in arriving at a decision, the matter can be 

referred to the new Court of Protection, which allows decision to be made by letter. 

However, some confusion has arisen insofar as the jurisdictional position in England 

was concerned. In the case Re S (medical treatment: adult sterilisation),27 the judge 

stated that sterilisation should never be carried out on a woman incapable of giving her 

consent without the prior "approval" of the High Court. That case had confused the 

di tinction between a declaration and an approval. The English court does not have the 

jurisdiction to give an approval in respect of adult persons of unsound mind. 

23 Practice Note (Official Solicitor: Declaratory Proceedings: Medical and Welfare Decisions for Adults 
who Lack Capacity) [2006) 2 FLR 373 
24 Paragraph 5(2) of Practice Note (Official Solicitor: Declaratory Proceedings: Medical and Welfare 
Decisions for Adults who Lack Capacity) [2006] 2 FLR 373 
25 See footnote 16 above 
26 See footnote 16 above 
27 [1998) J FLR 944, [1998) Fam Law 325. See also Chapter 6. 
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Another confusion arose from the judgment of Thorpe LJ in In re S (adult patient: 

sterilisation). 28 In that case, Thorpe LJ referred to Re F (mental patient: sterilisation/9 

and held that there was no difference between a parens patriae jurisdiction and the 

inherent jurisdiction of the court, relief would thus be granted so long as the welfare of 

the patient required it. However, it is submitted that Thorpe LJ misunderstood the 

following statement of Lord Goff in Re F (mental patient: sterilisation),30 which was 

used as an antithesis to suggest that the parens patriae jurisdiction of the court should 

be different from the inherent jurisdiction of the court -

"If, however, it became the invariable practice of the medical profession not to 

sterilise an adult woman who is incapacitated from giving her consent unless a 

declaration that the proposed course of action is lawful is first sought from the 

court, I can see little, if any, practical difference between seeking the court's 

approval under the parens patriae jurisdiction and seeking a declaration as to the 

lawfulness of the operation."31 

In short, unlike the courts in Canada, Australia and the US, the courts in England cannot 

exercise the parens patriae jurisdiction in respect of persons of un ound mind. 

Following the coming into effect of the Mental Capacity Act 2005,32 it is now clear that 

court's approval is not necessary before a mentally disordered adult can be terilised, 

although the court still has the power to make a declaration on the lawfulne s of any act. 

28 [2001) Fam 15 
29 See footnote 15 above 
30 See footnote 15 above 
31 [1990) 2 AC l, at page 83 
32 See footnote 16 above 
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5.1.2 Best interests test versus Bolam test 

The fact that the English courts only have declaratory jurisdiction means that some 

other parties other than the courts have the primary right to decide on issues like this in 

England. It is apt at this juncture to examine further the decision of the House of Lords 

in the case of Re F (mental patient: sterilisation).33 As mentioned earlier, the House of 

Lords in that case held that no court had jurisdiction to give or withhold consent to a 

sterilisation operation of an adult. 

Re F (mental patient: sterilisation;34 concerned F, a 36-year-old woman suffering from 

an arrested or incomplete development of the mind. F's mother, on behalf of F, 

commenced the proceeding in 1988 to seek a declaration to the effect that to sterilise F 

would not amount to an unlawful act by reason of the absence of F's consent, or to seek 

court's consent under the parens patriae or inherent jurisdiction to sterilise F. The 

judge in the court of first instance granted the declaration. The Court of Appeal upheld 

the order. The Official Solicitor appealed to the House of Lords. 

F's mental capacity was comparable to a child of four or five. Her verbal capacity was 

that of a two-year-old. There was no prospect of any improvement in F's mental 

capacity. She could not express her views verbally but could indicate her likes or 

dislikes. F was liable to become aggressive, but great progress had been made through 

occupational therapy. F had become less aggressive. The proposal to have F sterilised 

arose from a sexual relationship F had formed with another patient, P, since 1987. It 

was said that F would not be able to cope with pregnancy, labour, delivery or looking 

33 See footnote 15 above 
34 See footnote 15 above 
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5.1.2 Best interests test versus Bolam test 

The fact that the English courts only have declaratory jurisdiction means that some 

other parties other than the courts have the primary right to decide on issues like this in 

England. It is apt at this juncture to examine further the decision of the House of Lords 

in the case of Re F (mental patient: sterilisation).33 As mentioned earlier, the Hou e of 

Lords in that case held that no court had jurisdiction to give or withhold consent to a 

sterilisation operation of an adult. 

Re F (mental patient: sterilisation;34 concerned F, a 36-year-old woman suffering from 

an arrested or incomplete development of the mind. F's mother, on behalf of F, 

commenced the proceeding in 1988 to eek a declaration to the effect that to 'terilise F 

would not amount to an unlawful act by reason of the absence of F's consent, or to seek 

court' consent under the parens patriae or inherent jurisdiction to sterilise F. The 

judge in the court of first instance granted the declaration. The Court of Appeal upheld 

the order. The Official Solicitor appealed to the House of Lords. 

F' mental capacity was comparable to a child of four or five. Her verbal capacity was 

that of a two-year-old. There was no prospect of any improvement in F's mental 

capacity. She could not express her views verbally but could indicate her likes or 

dislikes. F was liable to become aggressive, but great progress had be n made through 

occupational therapy. F had become Jess aggressive. The proposal to have F sterilised 

aro e from a sexual relationship F had formed with another patient, P, since 1987. It 

was aid that F would not be able to cope with pregnancy, labour, delivery or looking 

13 cc foomotc 15 above 
14 

, cc footnote 15 above 
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after a child. The appeal was unanimously dismissed by all five judges of the House of 

Lords.35 

Lord Brandon stated that the lawfulness of a doctor g1vmg treatment to an adult 

incompetent to give consent depended on whether or not it was in the best interests of 

the patient concerned rather than any approval or sanction of the court. If doctors were 

to be required to decide if the treatment was in the best interests of adults incompetent 

to give consent, the test to be applied is the Bolam test.36 If a stricter test were to be 

applied, then such adults would be deprived of the benefit of medical treatment 

competent adults would enjoy. Lord Goff shared the view of Lord Brandon in the 

application of best interests test, but made it clear that the legal justification for 

treatment without consent generally was the principle of necessity, not of emergency.37 

The permanent state of affairs of a mentally disordered person calls for a wider range of 

care than may be requisite in an emergency which arises from accidental injury. Lord 

Griffiths shared the view of Lord Brandon in the application of best interests test, while 

acknowledging that ultimately, public interest is the reason why mentally incompetent 

should be given treatment to which they lack the capacity to consent. 38 

Therefore, it would appear that the House of Lords in Re F (mental patient: 

sterilisation)39 has left the definition of "best interest" to the doctors. In fact, the House 

35 Lord Bridge, Lord Brandon, Lord Griffiths, Lord Goff and Lord Jauncey 
36 See footnote 38 of Chapter 4 and the discussion below 
37 The principle was mentioned in passing by Lord Brandon in his judgment. 
38 This test was u ed by Neill LJ and Butter-Sloss LJ at the Court of Appeal. Neill U said that the 
question that should be asked was whether or not the operation was necessary and the proper safeguards 
were observed. Neill U defined "necessary" as "that which the general body of medical opinion in the 
particular speciality would consider to be in the best interests of the patient in order to maintain the health 
and to secure the well-being of the patient". This definition was adopted by Butter-Sloss LJ. Neill U 
also expressed disapproval of sterilisation performed for the convenience of caregivers. Butter-Sloss U 
remarked that sterilisation for eugenic or purely social reasons were "totally abhorrent and unacceptable". 
39 See footnote 15 above 
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after a child. The appeal was unanimously dismissed by all five judges of the House of 

Lords.35 

Lord Brandon stated that the lawfulness of a doctor giving treatment to an adult 

incompetent to give consent depended on whether or not it was in the best interests of 

the patient concerned rather than any approval or sanction of the court. If doctors were 

to be required to decide if the treatment was in the best interests of adults incompetent 

to give consent, the test to be applied is the Bolam test.36 If a stricter test were to be 

applied, then such adults would be deprived of the benefit of medical treatment 

competent adults would enjoy. Lord Goff shared the view of Lord Brandon in the 

application of best interests test, but made it clear that the legal justification for 

treatment without consent generally was the principle of necessity, not of emergency.37 

The permanent state of affairs of a mentally disordered person calls for a wider range of 

care than may be requisite in an emergency which arises from accidental injury. Lord 

Griffiths shared the view of Lord Brandon in the application of best intere ts test, while 

acknowledging that ultimately, public interest is the reason why mentally incompetent 

should be given treatment to which they lack the capacity to consent.38 

Therefore, it would appear that the Hou e of Lords in Re F (mental patient: 

sterilisation;39 has left the definition of "best interest" to the doctors. In fact, the Hou e 

35 Lord Bridge, Lord Brandon, Lord Griffiths, Lord Goff and Lord Jauncey 
36 See footnote 38 of Chapter 4 and the discussion below 
37 The principle was mentioned in passing by Lord Brandon in his judgment. 
38 

This te t was used by Neill U and Butter-Sloss U at the Court of Appeal. Neill U said that the 
que tion that hould be asked was whether or not the operation wa nece ary and the proper afeguard 
were ob erved. Neill U defined "necessary" as "that which the general body of medical opinion in the 
particular peciality would consider to be in the best interests of the patient in order to maintain the health 
and to ecure the well-being of the patient". Thi definition was adopted by Butter-Sloss U. Neill U 
al o expres ed di approval of sterilisation performed for the convenience of caregiver . Butter-Sloss U 
~~marked that terilisation for eugenic or purely social reasons were "totally abhorrent and unacceptable". 

See footnote 15 above 
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of Lord ' decision in Re F (mental patient: sterilisation) 40 is lhe firsl case that placed 

the be t interests test alongside the Bolam test. The reason for doing so cannot be 

separated from the fact that the court in England does not have the jurisdiction to 

approve sterilisation of mentally disordered adults. As a result, the slrict legal position 

is that in the absence of consent by the paticnl, only doctors could decide whether or not 

terili. ation is in the best inlerests of a mentally disordered adult. 

Best interests of the patie11t or best interests of the doctors? 

The Bo/am te t refers to the test laid down by the case of Bo/am v Priem Hospital 

Management Committee41 on the standard of care that should bi.; exercised by a doctor 

when carrying out medical treatment. The test provid s that a doctor is not negligent if 

he acts in accordance with a practice accepted a. proper by a rcsponsibl' body of 

medical opinion skilled in that particular art. 

The Bo/am test may not appear to have any relevance to the best interests test. l lowi.;vcr, 

it is not uncommon for the courts to rely on medical opinion to ani\' at a decision, as 

illuslrated by th d cision of the I ligh ourt in T v T, 41 
whcri.; the qui.;stion of best 

interest appeared to have been answi.;red based on "medical evidence". This has hi.:en 

attributed to the vagueness of the b st interests test, which allows the lest to hi.;comc "a 

mean . b which th m1.:dical profession fashion a dt:cision- making process on 

. d 1 · . l i" 4
' patcm hsm an c mica nct:t . 

40 
\!( footnok 15 uhovc 

41 
[ 1957) 2 11l ·R118 , (1957} l WIK 582 

42 [I 98 ) bm. 52, [I 988] 1 All I· K h 1 '- Sl'l' loo1not~ 18 ofThap1cr 4 . 
4 Davie' 11 had . fr\/fwo/.. 1111 Mc•t/1<'11//~111 . 2"4 nl. , (London Bl;1c1'stonc 1'1 '"· 1998). al pa •c 15.' 



The decision of the House of Lords to apply a test for negligence to a question of 

clinical practice has been criticised. 44 In any event, the approach was followed 

sub equently in the case of Re W (mental patient) (sterilisation). 45 In Re W (mental 

patient) (sterilisation),
46 

the mother of W sought a declaration that an operation to 

terili e W would be legal. W was a 20-year-old girl with severe learning difficulties 

and had a mental age of about even. Hollis J granted the declaration. Hollis J relied on 

the view of Lord Jauncey in Re F (mental patient: sterilisatio11) 41 to come to the 

conclu ion that all that was necessary was the presence of a responsible body of medical 

opinion k.illed in the particular field of diagnosis and treatment in favour of sterili11ation. 

The judge concluded that sterilisation was in W's best interests notwithstandfog his 

acknowledgement that there was only a small ri11k of W becoming pregnant at lhal time. 

The judge said that the future is relevant when considering the b st interests of th 

patient. 

However, although the House of Lords in Re F (mental patient: st<•rilisatio11;4K regarded 

the Bo/am test as the applicable test for doct rs in determining wh ther or not 

t rilisation is in the b st interests of the nPntally disordered adult, the Hous of Lords 

did not suggest that doctors therefore have absolute discretion in deciding the matter. 

The Hou . e of Lords not only did not rule out the relevance of factors such as the: risk of 

pregnancy in the best inll:n.:sts test, Lord off e pressly stated tlwt the validity of e p rt 

pinions had to be weighed and judged by the court. 

44 1a~on , J.K . • ind RA Mc all Smllh, I .aw cmtl M, cl1ca/ Ethics, 5th c.:d .. (l.ondon, Edinhu1 >h, Duhhn. 
Buucrnorth~ . I 99). at page 10·1 
4

' 11991) I I l R 3 I, { 1993) Fam L1w 08 
4~ Sec foo tnot 45 ahmc 
47 cc footn le I utwvc 
~ cc.: footm t I ahm l' 
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In any event, Re F (mental patient: sterilisation;49 has given the opportunity to the 

critics to doubt if the best intere t test is till a test that is for the interest of the patient 

or if it has become a test to shield doctors from lawsuits. This wa evident from the 

reluctance of the courts in other jurisdictions to follow similar approach. The 

Au tralian ca es of Re Jane 50 and the Marion's Case 51 were concerned over th 

exi tence of "black heep" in the medical profe ion who are not prepared to live up to 

the profe ional tandards of ethics, as well a. those who may fonn sincere hut 

mi guided views about the appropriate steps to be taken. Bolh the Marion's Cas ,52 and 

the New Zealand ca e of Re X53 acknowledged that sterilisation is not just a medical 

i ue and the deci ion should be mad by a team of multidisciplinary people. 

Clarifying the relationship between the best interests test and the Bo/am test 

It was against this backdrop that two English Court of Appeal cases, namely Re' A 

(medical treatme11t: male srerili.w1tio11) 54 and Jn re S (adult patient: s1c>rilisatio11)55 took 

the pportunity to clarify the relationship between the bl.:st mtcrl.:sts t st and the Bo/am 

test. The case of Re A (medical trl'lltme111: mall' .\·terilisatio11t
0 

concl.:rned a 28- y ar old 

man with Down's syndrome. A had significant to severe impamnent of intelligence, 

and h ~ was sc uaJJy aware and act iv . The High Court judge refused the application for 

a declaration that it was in A's best interests lo have vasectomy p1,;rfonnL:d on him 

without his consent. The 'ourt of App1,;al dismissed th appeal on th ground that it 

was n t in A's best int rests to have him stcriliscd. Dame •lizabdh Butler loss I 

decided in that cas that thc best intcr1,;sls l sl and the Bo/am test an.: two scparatc duties. 

49 Sec foo1n111c 15 uhuvc 
'>ll [ 19 9J H .C 92-023, ( 1989) 13 Fum LR 47 
\I Sec fooinorc 4 .1hovc 
\' c;;cc footnol 4 .1how 
" 'ic lliotnolc I. ahnvc 

4 
[ 000) I II R 5-19 

" I :ioo I) I am 15 
~ 'ic tciotn h: .t .1hovc 
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In the case of an application for approval of a sterilisation operation, the judge rather 

than the doctor had to decide what the best interests of the patient entail. 

The Court of Appeal in In re S (adult patient: sterilisation)57 also held that the best 

interests test extends beyond the considerations et out in the Bo/am test. That case 

concerned one S, who was a 28-year-old girl with severe learning disability. S's mother 

ought a declaration that an operation of sterilisation could be lawfully performed. The 

terili ation procedure proposed was laparoscopic subtotal hysterectomy. The ourt of 

Appeal acknowledged the anomaly of how the Bo/am case had become relevant in this 

type of ca es but indicated that Re F (mental patient: stailisation;58 was really a case 

on juri<;diction rather than a review of best interests on the merits. In any event, since 

the Court of Appeal was b und by the House of Lords' d cision, it was decided that the 

Bolam test should be applied at the outset to ensure that the treatment is recognised by a 

responsible body of medical opinion. This should then be followed by a consideration 

of the best interests of the patient on broader ethical, social, moral and welfare grounds. 

Although the position in England has now been clarified by the two ourt of Appeal 

decisions, it demonstrates the difficulty in applying the best interests lest and thi; 

volatility of the test itself. The best interests test was supposed to sall:guard thi; interest 

of the patii;nt, yet it was almost turni;d into a lest, al least in England, that could serve 

tht: inter sts of only tfo..: d ctors. 

The inability of the best interests lest lo with~tand changing jurisdictional circumstances 

is not its only problem, as illustrated in paragraph :'i.2 hdow, where the divcrsi; factors 
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case have taken into account when applying the test have made the test not only 

unpredictable, but again omething only the doctors are fit to determine. 

5.2 The web of factors which make up the best interests test 

5.2.1 How many factors make up the best interests test? 

The courts usually take into account more than one factor when deciding whether the 

sterilisation operation is in the best interests of a patient. However, most probably as a 

re ult of the lack of guidelines, the approaches adopted had not been consistent. Thcr, 

is a group of cases in which the best interests of the patient appeared to have been 

decided based on only three or f ewcr factors. Another group of cases have either 

recognised that many factors ar relevant to the best interests test or attempted to 

identify all such factors. 

Cases that fall into the first c;H gory include Re M (a mi11or) (wardship: .\tai/izatio11/~ 

and Re P (a mi11or) (wardship: .\teriliwtio11),b0 when.: the judges used the evidence on 

the high reversibility of tubal ligation to distinguish these cascs from Re lJ (a minor) 

(ward.\hip: .\terilisation/'1 and ord r the perfonnance of sterilisation. 

Th fa ts and decisions of both cases were similar. Both girls, J and T, wcre I 7 years 

old when their cases wcre h ard. 'I he purpose of both cases was to obtain the leave of 

the High ourt to carry out st rilisation of the girls by occlusion of the h11lopian tuhcs. 

Intcll ctuall . both girls wcre around lhc a 'e of si. years old. However, unlike J, it was 

expreso,.;I stated in the fa<.:ts that the intellectual development of T would 11\:Vt.:r 

9 119 I 2 11 R 497 
60 119 9) I !·LR !.2.ll989)h11111.aw 102 
bl ( 19 ] I ( 199. 11987) 2 II bR 20<1. Sc~ 11 o Pari •r.1ph .2 of< hapt~·• 4 . 



improve.62 Both girls have a healthy sexual appetite, but would not be able to cope with 

pregnancy, abortion, childbirth or the consequences of their child being removed from 

them. AH alternatives to sterilisation were considered unsuitable to them. 

The judges in both cases granted the leave to terilise the girls concerned as they were 

of the view that the risk of the girls becoming pregnant must be removed. Both cases 

placed special empha is on the evidence given by the experts as to the reversibility of 

propo ed operation. In the former case, Bush J refe1Ted to the evidence of a professor 

and a doctor, which stated that an operation that involves the placing of clamps on the 

Fallopian tubes could be successfully reversed in 50 to 70 percent of the cases. The 

judgment of Ea tham Jin Re P (a minor) (wardship: steri/izationl1 went a step further. 

The judge used the evidence of a 95 percent chance of successful r versa) of the 

proposed sterilisation lo suggest that sterilisation should no longer be viewed as a 

procedure which should be exercised only in the last resort.6
'
1 

Re E (a minor) (medical treatmem t 5 and Re GF (medical treatmc•11l)M also fall into the 

first category as the best interests test in those cases was sati. tied due to the 

h ' " f ti t. ti7 
"t erapi.:uuc nature o le opera ion. 

Th dc is ion of Re X (adult staili.w11im1) 68 also falls into this category. R(• X (odult 

sterilisario11) 69 conccrncd X, who was 31 years Id at th' timc the judgmcnt was 

bl 1 hi.:judg1.: in R(! M (a minor) (wanl.1'1ip: .1ft'rili<11tion) 1198812H.R497 matk nn mention of the 
prn,pcct (ll 1mprnn:rncn1 in the mlellcctuul d ·vclopmcnt of .I. 
bl Sec footnc 1c {>() atmvi.: 
1>1 1 he su •ge,tion was mudc in rclu1mn co the l'tlllltnL'nt ut Dillon JJ in Rl' n (a 111i1101) (wmd1hif' 
.H<'riliwirion) (19 HJ 1AC199, I 1'>8712 All l•R 20<i thac stcrilisutmn should he c. l'll'ised only m the last 
resort. 
b~ 11991) 2 I l R 5, 5. I 1992) Fam law 15, 7 BMl.R I 17. Sec also Pa1agi;1ph 4. ol C'hapce1 4. 
b6 (I 9< 2) I H R 29~. 7 BMl.R 135. Sec also Para •r .1ph 4.3 ot Chapter 4. 
b
7 Thi.: •irJ., rn thi.:si.: two c<1scs suflcr1;d -.1;1ious 11wnor1hag1a, \\ h1ch means i.:xtc"ivdy hi.:av 

rrn.:m.truation. cc Paragraph 4 ~ of C'hapti.:1 4 
1
' 1199 )2l1Rl124.!1998]Faml 1w737 
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delivered. She had the symptoms of Down's syndrome. Her mental age was between 

four and ix. That case listed only three factor that were deemed relevant to the best 

interest te t, namely the degree of risk or likelihood of X becoming pregnant; the risk 

of physical or p ychological hann to X if she became pregnant or gave birth to a child; 

and the availability of reversible or Jess invasive alternative to sterilisation. All three 

matter were answered based on the fact adduced. With regard to the first matter, the 

fact considered were X's fertility and her history of sexual behaviour. The facts 

relevant to the second matter included X'. attitude towards bodily functions and her 

inability to look after a child. The third question was answered negativdy 

notwithstanding the availability of a reversible alternative, as the judge was of the view 

that the irreversible nature of sterilisation was not material. 

The second group of cases listed many factor that arc relevant to the best interests test. 

In England, Re D (a minor) (wardship: s/erilisation/0 considered six factorn, 71 while 

Lord Templeman listed seven types of expert evidence that should be adduc ·d in RC' IJ 

(a minor) (wardship: sterilisation). 71 Dame •lizabeth Butler, loss U held in RC' A 

(m diced Treatment: mule .\'feri/isation) 73 that th· b st inten.!sts cncompass m<.:dical, 

cm tional and all other wdfare issues. In that same case, Thorpe U suggested that 

judges .,hould draw a balance sheet to weigh the benefits against the countcrbalanl'ing 

disadvantages. Th first entry should b • any factor or factors of actual hen lit, while 

69 cc footnote 68 hove 
0 [ 1976[ Fam. 185, [ 1976] I All FR 126. Sec also Puragraph 4.1 of C'hapll•r ·l 

71 n·, m ntal and phy,icul conu11ion ;1nd a11ammcn1s had improwd, D's future pro'Pl"l'h were as yt·t 
unprcdicrnhlc: 1hcrc was the hkclihood !hat m later year' I) would he cnpahle of giving' ahd or 111frn nwd 
con,cn1: !)', opportunities fm prnrmscully were virtually non existent, as lw1 nmther never lcf1 hl'I Sllh.• 

and ,he "ll' ne\'cr allowed nut ulom:; then: were two ul1c111auvc nll'thods nl contral'cp11nn wluch could tw 
..,afcl and s. 1i~r, ctoiily w.cd: and D's frustrauon and 1csentrnen1 of' reul1s111 • what had h;1ppcnnl couhl he 
dcvustati n '. 
72 
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the other sheet should contain counterbalancing disadvantages. If the account is in 

relatively ignificant credit, then the judge can conclude that the application is likely to 

advance the be t interests of the patient. There hould not be too much concentration on 

the evaluation of risks of happenings. This balancing exercise was applied subsequently 

by Cazalet J in A National Health Trust v C (a patient by her friend the Official 

S [. . ) 74 
0 IClfOr . 

The NHS Tru t in the case A National Health Trust v C (a patiem by her friend thl' 

Official Solicitor)75 sought a declaration that an operation of sterilisation by occlusion 

of the Fallopian tubes may be lawfully performed upon C despite C's inability to 

con ent to it. C wa a 21-ycar old girl suffering from Down's syndrome. azalct J 

undertook a balancing exercise by first listing the benefits and pot ~ntial benefits of 

sterilisation, followed by a Jjst of the disadvantages of sterilisation. There were seven 

items in the first list. They included the fact that sterilisation gave safer protection 

against conception than the contraccptiv pill; the greater independence could hav 

after sterilisation; n t having to take a daily contraceptive pill under supervision; not 

having to w n-y that the effect of the pill being nullified through som' unanticipated 

event: not being necessary for 's needs to be reviewed in the future; not h ing 

concerned about the operation; and the reduced anxiety for 'smother and family. Two 

di-,advantagcs of sterilisation were list d, namely the risks of the operation and the 

disc m~ rts which might follow, as well as the prohh.:ms might have with her periods 

if she came off th pill. azalet J thr..:refor concluded that it is physically, emotionally 

and for othc1 reasons in "s bcst intcn:sls that the :-.tcrilisation should be pc:rfonned on ~ 

11 he c;hc "a heard in lhc l"amily Division on 8 hhruary 2000. 
cc foolnt lc 74 .th\)\c 



The US court in Re Hayes76 appeared to consider the ability of a person to care for a 

child as a relevant factor, and placed significant weight on the irreversibility of 

sterilisation procedure. The former factor was also emphasised in the subsequent case 

of Re Grady.77 The majority of the judges of the Supreme Court of New Jersey in Re 

Grady 78 set out nine factors that should be considered when considering whether 

terilisation was in the best interests of the incompetent pcrson.79 

In 1987, the legislature of the talc of alifornia incorporated the tests suggested by th 

court in Re Hayes80 in section 1950 et seq. of the California Probate Code. 81 Section 

76 
( 1980) 608 P.2d 635. cc also Paragraph 4.2 of haptc1 4. 

77 (1981) 426 A.2d 467 
7 ee footnote 77 above 
79 The nine factors arc: -

(I) the possibility that the incompetent person could become pregnant; 
(2) the possibility that she would experience trauma or psycholog1cal damage if she became 

pregnant, and conversely, the trauma or psychological dt1111agc from the sterilisation operation; 
(3) the likchhood that she would voluntanly engage in sexual aetiv11y or he exposed to imposed 

sexual intercourse; 
(4) her inability to understand reproductwn or contrncept1on and the ltkdy permanence of that 

inability; 
(5) the feasibility and medical advisability of less drastic means of contraception both at the present 

time and in fnrcsecublc future; 
(6) the adv1subiltty of sterilisation at the lime nf t1ppltca110n rather than m the futuie; 
(7) her ahiluy to care for a child and the possihility lhut she might, with a partner, care fm a duld: 
(8) c\·idence that -.cient11ic or medical advances m the foreseeable future might make poss1hlc either 

improve her condition or alternauvc and less drastic stenlisation procedmes: and 
(9) a demons1ra110n that those seckmg the steriltsauon arc seekmg 1t 111 gnnd faith, and that 1hetr 

primary concern is the incompetent person's best interests ruther than their own or the puhhc's 
convenience. 

80 Sc footnotc 76 uhove 
31 The , ction appcarcd to have also incmporatcd the factors sci out m R<• Gmcii' ( 198 I) 426 A.2d 467 
Ho"e' er. Ramirez, P . m Rl' Angl'la ( 1999) 70 Cul App 4•h 14 IO cnnsider~d only Rt• llay<'1' ( 1980) ClOH 
P.2d 635 in his discussion the new scctinns Scctmn 1958 of that leg1sla1mn prnvided that the l'nurt may 
authorise stcrill\ation only 1f all or the followtn • eight factors were estuhhshed hcyond a reasonable 
doubt : -

(:l) the person proposed to hc stcrtliscd was inl·apahk• of giving cnnscnt 10 stenhsution, und tlw 
incapacity was likely to be permanent: 

(b} the pcNin is ferttlc and cap:1hlc of pn 1 cation: 
(c} the person is capuhlc or engaging 111, and is likely to en •ugc 111 sexual actn ity; 
(cl) ei1her the per<.on was permanently inl·apahlc of canng for u clnld evrn "ith ti;1111rng and 

a•"btancc, or p1cgnancy or childhillh would rose risk to the life of th~· peison ;md there were no 
other appropriate methmls of contrnl·eption: 

(e) II Je., inva"i'c cnn11aceptivc methrnh including supcrv1'1on wen urmo1kable, inapplicahk' or 
m <licall · eontraindielllcd, milation :.ind 'c •reg:.11ion 'hould 111)( he nins1dc11:d :" lc" invasive 

(I) 
(g} 

mean ol <.·ontraception; 
the prnposed m 'lhml ul stcriltsauon cntillkd the least lllVU\lllll of lhl• hndy of the pcr~on: 
the i;uncnt state of sc1cn1iftl' and m~dical knowlctlgl' did not suggest ci1he1 that a 1evcrsthk• 
~tenli tion prnccdme 01 other lc" d1a~tk co1111,1ct•p1tvc mt•thod w1iuld shonly he av:ulahk, or 
that ,i;icnc:e was on the lhieshold ol an advanCl' in th~ lll:at1ncn1 nl the (ll'tson's disnhiltt , and 
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1958 considered the ability to care for a child a factor as important as the risk pregnancy 

or childbirth could pose to the life of the person, and only one of the two factor needed 

to be proven. 82 Further, the section appeared to apply to irreversible sterilisation only as 

paragraph (g) suggested that authorisation should not be given if rever ible sterilisation 

procedure was available. 83 It is therefore unclear what tests governed the authorisation 

of reversible tcrili ation. More interestingly, paragraph (e) specified that "i, olation and 

egregation" hould not be considered less inva. ive means of contraception.!!4 

The numerous conditions listed in the Californian law were used in the case of Re 

Ange/a 85 in 1999. Angela was a 20-year-old woman who was severely mentally 

retarded. Her parents applied for a court order authorising them to give consent for 

Angela· terilisation. The proposed sterili. ation surgery was laparoscopic bilat •ml 

tubal ligation. The Court of Appeal of California considered each of the eight factors 

fo,ted in section 1958 and affirmed the decision of the probate court to approve the 

petition of Angela's par nts. Apart from paragraph (c) of Section 1958,8
(1 the court did 

not hav any difficulty proving all th factors. Thl:re was no l:Videncc showing that 

Angela was sc ually active as of th1,; tim of th hearing. In answering the question of 

the lik lihood of Angela engaging in sexual activity in the future, the court relied on th1,; 

evidence which suggesti::d that Angela was "passivi:: and compliant" and that sh1,; was 

highly likely l pmticipale sexually if asked to do so. Thi.: court also considered the fot.:l 

that Ang la would be nterin' a pro •ram that had male participants and in which sh 

would b less sup1,;rvised. The court howeva did nol consider the rev rsihilily of 

(h) ihc p1.:"on had 1101 made u knowin • ohJ lion 111 his rn lwr sll•nhsation 
. cc para •raph (<l) in fo111notc 81 :thnvi.; 

1 Sc· pa .1 •rnph (gl rn foo1111i1c 81 :1hovc 
4

. i:c para •r ph (c} 1n fonllloli: 81 above 
K' (19<N 70 • I App 4•h 1410 
b cc para raph (c) of footn1Hc 81 nhow 
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laparoscopic bilateral tubal ligation. This is potentially a reversible operation and may 

fall outside the scope of section 1958. 

5.2.2 Are all the factors equally important? 

Besides the lack of clarity in how many factors con titute the best interests test, the 

nature of and the manner in which each of the factors can be determined has also 

brought into questions the weight each of these factors should be given in the decision-

making process. 

Likelihood of improveme11t of the condition that has incapacitated the ability of the 

patient to give co11sent 

Whether or not there is a likelihood of improvement in the condition that incapacitated 

the ability of a mentally disordered person to give infom1ed consent is a factor that has 

been mentioned in the majority of the cases on sterilisation. Howc;vcr, rnost cases have 

indicat d the ab. ence of this factor on the facts of the casc,
87 

and none of the cases hav 

laid down any guideline on how this factor should be proved. 

The case of Rt• D (a minor) (wardship: srerili.\·ation)
88 

found that D's mcntal and 

physical condition and attainments have improved. 1 he decision against authorising 

sterilisalion in that case was based partly on the fact that D might h1,; ahlc to consent 

lat r. However, th evidence of impr vcmi.:nt in a p'rson's mcnt;,tl and ph sical 

condition is in.,ufficicnt to show that th1,; patient nught b able to consent lat 'I. In th 

87 Re B (a minor) (11'Cmlship .. 111•rili.1c11ion) [ 19881 I AC 199, [ 198712 All FR )()(1; I 1 land A1111tht'I 
[ 1988) hun 52. [ 1988] I All l'R 6 ll: R1• P (m• 11111/ f1t1ri1111: .111•1 ili.rntirm) I 19901 7 /\{' I. I 19K9 I All 1 ·R 
45: Re llG (.1p1c~fic is111c ord1·1 1Nrt/11r1tion) 16 BMl.R 50, 11993) I H.l{ 'i87, [ 19911 hnn I aw ·10~. 

R1 X (aJ11/1 11< ri/i.1arion) I 19981 ? H R 11 '.24. I 1998) Fam I.aw 737: R1• Z (11wdic11/ 11111r1111·n1: 
lint 11 , wmv) [ 20001 I H.R 52.\ [ .CKIO] Fam I .aw 321: Rc SI. (adult pari1•n1) ( 1111•dirnl 111 atm1·nr) I 000 I 
1 Fl R 65, [20001 Fam Luv. 3~ 

c ' fool note 70 ahO\·c 
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facts of Re F (mental patient: sterilisation), 89 F had made "great progress" in her 

condition, yet it was said that he would never understand enough to give consent. 

The case of Re HG (specific issue order: sterilisation/0 said that there was no hope of 

"radical" improvement, although it is uncertain what "radical" means. 

The Canadian ca e of Re Eve91 and the US cases uch as Re Hayes92 and Re Grad/1 

have all expressly considered the likelihood of improvement in the incapacitating 

condition as an important factor for a decision on sterilisation. These cases have 

con idered the likelihood alongside the foreseeability of scientific or medical advances. 

Therefore, besides evidence showing actual and foreseeable progres. of the mentally 

handicapped per. on himself or herself, more macro factors such as the advancement of 

. cience and medicine also play a part in deciding whether or not this factor can he 

atisficd. 

Notwithstanding that this factor directly relates to the capacity of a person to give 

consent, this factor is usually used to decide the substantiv issue of whether or not 

sterilisation operation should he authoriscd,94 rathi.;r than th1..: issue of capacity itself. 

The Mental Capacity Act 2005 (UK)9s also listed this factor as one of the components 

. % 
of the best mtcrcsts test 

The Iik ti hood of improv1..:m nt in th apac ity to consent is not entirely a medical 

problem. apacity to consent is an inh.:gral part of the principl of autonomy. Whether 

9 
, cc footnolc 15 above 

<JO 1 (l H 11 R 50, 1199~] I H R 5tl7, I! 99 ~I Farn I aw 403. Sec Chaplcr 6 fnr foci' of 1his l'!l~c. 
91 , cc foo1m11c I ahovc 
<1' Sec foo1no1c 76 uhovc 
91 cc footnote 77 uhovc 
<M cc Re D (a 111i1101) (1rcud.1h1p· .11nili1e1tio11) I! 97<>) I· un. I 85, I 19761 I All l:R J26: T v r anti Anot/w1 
I 198 ] I·am 52. ( 1988) I All FR 61 3; Re• /:1'<' ( 1986) 31 DI R (4

111
) I, 11986 I 2 SC R 388: Rr llarr1 ( 1980) 

608 p 2<l 6 5: Rr G1e1dy (1981) 42<1 A. 2d 467; Re• A11,11de1 ( 1999) 70 C;il App 4111 1410. 
9~ • cc footnote I 6 ahl\VC 
<l<> s~ctmn 4(3) ol 1h~ Mental Capaci1y Act 200~ (t'. 9) (UK) 



or not there is any likelihood of improvement should lherefore be examined in lhe light 

of the question of capacity generally. The likelihood of personal progress and medical 

or scientific advancement should be judged by looking at how such development can 

improve lhe ability of the mentally disordered person to comprehend, retain and weigh 

each of the infonnation relevant lo lhe sterilisation procedure and to communicate his or 

her decision. It i lherefore submilled that lhis factor forms an essential part of the 

principle of autonomy and must be examined carefully when deciding whether 

terili ation of mentally disordered adults should be canied out in the absence of 

con ent. 

Ri ks related to pregnancy a11d clrildbirtlr 

There i now no doubt that sterilisation cannot be carried out for the purpose of 

avoiding the risk of giving birth to a mentally disordered child. It is also clear th:.H 

involuntary sterilisation can only be carried out if it is in the best interests of the patient 

and not any other person. Therefore, the risks the sterilisation is aimed at avoiding must 

amount to risks to the patient himself or herself. 

The risks related to pregnancy and childbi1th to the mentally disorden.:d person are 

commonly used to justify the need for a sterilisation procedure. Pregnancy was 

descrih d as "an unmitigated disaster" to the mentally disorder d child in R<• JJ (a 

minor) (1rard\l11p. srerilisatio11).<n It was said that shi.: would not he capahl of asily 

supporting the mconvcnicnces and pains of pregnancy, and tht: proci.:ss of dcliv1.:ry 

would likely he traumatic to her and would caus~ her to panic. Cases such as R1• M (a 

minor) (ll'lndship: .1reriliwtio11), 
911 

RI' /> (a minor) (ward.1·'1ip: stt•rili-:atio11), 99 R<' F 

Ql Sec footnorc 61 .1hnYc 
q • c footnnl~ 59 ahnvc 
99

• cc fo\llnllt • 60 .1hmc 
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(mental patient: sterilisation)' 00 and the New Zealand case of Re x'0
' had also stressed 

the inability of the mentally disordered person in those case to cope with pregnancy 

and labour. Re Z (medical treatment: hysterectomy) 102 and A National Health Trust v C 

(a patient by her friend the Official Solicitor)' 03 shared the view that pregnancy and 

delivery would be traumatic to the mentally disordered persons there, and the parents of 

the mentally disordered adult in Re X (adult sterilisation)104 felt that pregnancy would 

be a "bewildering, frightening and damaging experience for her". 

However, the Canadian case of Re Eve ' 05 did not think that giving bhth would be 

neces arily more difficult for Eve than for any other women. Brennan J stated in the 

di enting judgment of Marion's Case' 06 that although others might sec the pregnancy 

and motherhood of a mentally disordered girl as a tragedy, she, in her own world, might 

find in those events an enrichment of her Ii fe. 

Less controversial are those cases that have shown that pregnancy and childbirth could 

harm th actual physical health of the patient. In Rl1 W (mental parienr) 

( -reri/imrion), 107 it was b licvcd that th patient's epilepsy would most likely worsen 

during pregnancy. Tht: girl in the S case of Re A11.i:ela 108 
might di from sdzurcs if 

she were to be omc pregnant. 

Th r forc. ar should be taken wh n w i >hing the risks rclatr..:d to prcgnancy und 

childbirth. It should always be n.:mcmbcrcd that pregnancy and childbirth arc not 

11~ • l!I! foolnocc l 5 ahovc 
mi . cc footnote 13 ahovc 
10' [10001 I fol.I{ 523. [2!X>Ol Fam L·1w 321 
103 Sc.:c lootnot 74 .1hovc 
104 c.; • ll otnotc.: 6 nhovc 
105 Sc.: footnot I ahovc 
l{lh Sc.: footnote 4 ahovc.; 
10 Sc.:c foornotc.: .5 above.: 
" ~ • fo<.llOOIC' .5 .1hovc 
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necessarily more difficult an experience for the mentally disordered person . In an 

extreme ca e such as those in Re Angela 109 where pregnancy will result in death, 

sterilisation may be justified on therapeutic ground if the likelihood of pregnancy is real. 

Further, Brennan J in Marion's Case 110 stated that he did not see the risk of pregnancy 

as omething that could be weighed alongside sterilisation. This is because pregnancy 

i a po ibility, but terilisation, once perfonned, is a certainty. Brennan J was of the 

view that if non-therapeutic . terilisation could b justified at all, it could be justified 

only by the need to avoid a tragedy that is imminent and certain. 

The risk of pregnancy is therefore too remote a factor and should not be considered a 

factor in the best inter sts test. 

Risks ill re pect of abortion or removal of child 

Another type of risk mentioned in the o.;lcrilisation cases is the one dated to abortion. Jt 

was suggested in Re B (a minor) (wardship: srerilisarion) 111 
that pregnancy would have 

to be t rminatcd if B w re to be omc pr gnant, but since B lllL:nstrnatcd im.;gularly, it 

would not bL: easy to ddcct or diagnose pregnancy in time for safe abortion. Re /, 

(im•dical treatment: Jn1sft•1w·tomv). 11 2 on the other hand, was concerned about th' 

disastrous psychological and emotional fallout an abortion would bring to th mentally 

dio.; rd r d person. lt is submitled that abonion is traumatic to all individuab, r gardkss 

of the .,tatus of thdr mental health. It is hm·d to justify th pcrformancL: of an mvasiv 

procedur (sterilisation) in order to prevent th impact of anothl!r poss1bk invasive 

JCN Sec footnok .1b ivc 
110 • c.: lootnok 4 above 
111 \)cc too lllolc 61 above: 
11 S lootnot' I 02 ab11v' 



procedure (abortion). Both are invasive procedures, with the latter just being a 

possibility and as such too remote. 

Besides the trauma of pregnancy and delivery, many English cases have also taken into 

account the trauma associated with the eventual removal of the child from the mcntaJly 

di ordered parent and ent for adoption due to hi' or her inability to care and provide for 

the child. Such ri k was mentioned in Re M (a minor) (wardship: sterilization), 111 Rep 

!)ti 

(a minor) (wardship: sterilization), 114 Re Z (medical trearme111: hysrerectomy) 115 and~) .. 
National Health Trust v C (a patient by her friend the Official Solicitor ). 116 The case of~!l 

' ~-

A National Health Trust v C (a patient by her friend the Official Solicitor) 117 stressed ·.r 

that the removal of baby could be frightening, deeply disturbing and extremely 

p ychological1y traumatic to the mentally disordered person in that case. However, it is 

submitted that this is a risk that can usually be averted by training and education. 

Ri k of mefl trual periods 

The risk brought about by excessive menstruation was the ground rdh.:d upon by Re /~ 

(a 111ir10r) (medical treatment) 118 and Re GF (medical trMtmenr). 119 Painful 

menstruation and severe inability in coping with menstruation was usc.:d to support a 

· · · I · R ·;, ( 1· I · t I t ) 1 ni J' · · stenhsat1on or<. er 111 e .-~ Ill('' tea fr('armen : 1 •s t!rec1omy . :xcc. s1 vc menstrual 1011 

should not be listed as a separate because it would hav' lo h therapeutic in 11\llure 

b fore it can b used to justify skrilisation md as such this factor is in fact part of the 

broadc.:r kst of therapeutic and non thcrap utic skrilisation. 

111 Sci! f1l(1tnoll! 59 ,1hon: 
114 

• cc footm le (!() :ihovc 
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Risk of sexual assault 

Arguably, many application to the court for an order of sterili ation were in fact 

premised upon the worry that the mentally disordered person would be sexually 

assaulted. However, the issue was never put in perspective until the Austrnlian case of 

Land GM v MM121 and the English case of Re LC (medical treatment: sterilisation). 122 

Both ca e tated correctly and in no uncertain term that sterilisation could not protect 

one from the risk of exual assault. 

Foreseeability 

Besides having to prove the substance of the risks sterilisation is aimed at avoiding, the 

foreseeability of the risk also has to be proved. The fertility of the patient as well as 

the likelihood of the patient engaging in sexual activity arc relevant insofar as the risks 

related to pregnancy and childbi11h are concerned. There appears to be some medical 

evidence showing that certain mentally disordered person, such as those suffering from 

the Down's syndrome. would hav reduced fertility. 123 It has also been suggested that 

most of the mentally handicapped persons arc incapable of having children as a 

phy iological fact. 124 In any event, the P5 111 cases such as Re Grady •· and Re An1wla ·, 

illustrate the difficulty in proving fertility. While Re Grady 111 chose to say that there 

wa' a presumption of fertility, Re A11~c>la 128 used a syllogism to tmswer the question, 

that is if the p rson was not fertile then the ~terilisation would not take away something 

she had, and if she was fertile then it was necessary to consider furth r factors. It is 

submitkd that such syllogism is unhelpful and renders the need lo prove fertility totally 

121 (199-1)1-'L 92 
122 11997] 2 11.R 258. 119971 Fa111 l .:1w (l()4 
m . cc 1hc opinion of' one cxpcrl m A Na1i111111/ I/( a/1!1 lr11.1t v C (a pm/mt hv '11•1j1in1d1'11• <NJ1ciaf 
o/rcitor) ( Fl'hruar 2000) m this rcgnrd, .,.. hich \\Us however llllt a1:cq11cd hy 1hc 1udgc. 

1' 4 Davie~, Michad .... cc foo11101c .n above, a1 pai.? JOI 
12s Sec lootnotc 77 1h1 \ 

Ill> • cc foo1Jll1lc , 5 • hen c 
127 • cc f 01n11k 77 .1hon: 
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redundant. The preferable approach would be to consider the fertility of the person for 

the sole purpo e of deciding the necessity of sterilisation. If the person is not fertile, 

there is no rea on why she should be made to go through such procedure when such 

procedure is not without risks. In any event, the question of fertility is part of the larger 

question of foreseeability. Fore eeability should not be seen as merely a factor in the 

be t intere t te t but a an integral part of the decision-making process. 

In Re F (mental patient: srerilisatio11), 129 it was found that I• had already formed a 

sexual relationship with another patient. However, the majority of the sterilisation cases 

involved persons who are not sexually active. Closely linked lo the likelihood of the 

patient engaging in . exual activity is the level of supervision the patient is subjected to. 

In Re D (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation), 130 the opportunity for D to engage in sexual 

activity was said to be virtually non-existent as her mother never left her side and sh' 

was never allowed out alone. ln Re LC (medical treatmmt: sterili.waion) 131 and Re' S 

(medical r reatm£•nt: adult stc>rili.rntion ), " 2 the judges agreed that the high level of cm·e 

the mentally disordered person was receiving at the time the appli<.:ation was made has 

taken away lhe risk of ngaging in s ual conduct hence pregnancy and ddivcry. Jt is 

for the same reason that cases have also taken into account the dcsire of the carers to let 

the patient live a more independent tifc. 11
.i The irony of the situation was acknowledged 

by Johnson J in R(• S (11u•dica/ fr<'llf111c•111: adult staili.rntion).
1 
'·

1 If a person is car<.!d for 

and supavis d by caring and rcsponsiblc parents then the wish of th par nts to have 

their child skriliscd will be ovcnidd1.:n, while a similar application, made by card •ss 

and irresp msibh.: parents, would bl! granli:d. 

1 9 Sec foornotc 15 above 
1 
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The risk must either be current or be expected in the foreseeable future. In the case of 

Re W (mental patient) (sterilisation), 135 although the ri k of W becoming pregnant at the 

time the application was made was small, it was held that the future is relevant so long 

as it i foreseeable. The judge did not think that a decision should be deferred until ii is 

po ibly too late. However, the judge in Re S (medical treatment: adult sterilisation)116 

tres ed that the risk mu t be identifiable rather than speculative. Thorpe J had also 

commented in Re A (medical treatment: male sterilisation)rn the fact that the lower 

court concentrated too much on the evaluation of risks of happenings, some of which 

were hypothetical. He went on to say that a risk was no more than a possibility of Joss 

and should have no more emphasis in the cxercis than the evaluation of the possibility 

of gain. 

Therefore, insofar a. the risks and consequences of not undergoing sterilisation are 

concerned, foreseeability appears to be the only impo11ant factor. The risks that can h1; 

used to justify the performance of sterilisation must he based on concrete proof of th1; 

danger the risks would pose to the mentally disordered person rather than llll:re 

speculation. 

Availability of altemative method to m•oid tile risks and l'Ot1.\'eq11e11c<•s of 1101 carryi11g 

out sterilisation 

Besides th distinction between therapeutic and non-thcnlpl:utic sll.:rilisation, th casc of 

Re GF (mcclical treat111<111t)
11

H had also added that there had to b no less intrusivc 

m ans of lreating the condition. The requirement of proving that there an; no less 

1 s cc footnote 4~ ahovc 
1 ~ Sec footn1,tc 27 aho\'l: 
" cl! footnote 54 ;1hovc: 
1
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intrusive means than sterilisation is not unique to the case of Re GF (medical 

treatment). 139 The case of Re X (adult sterilisation) 140 has also considered this factor an 

important part of the best intere ts test. The judge in Re X (adult sterilisation) 141 listed 

three relevant matters with regard to the best interest test, and the availability of 

reversible or less invasive alternative lo sterilisation was one of them. Nevertheless, in 

that ca e, notwithstanding the availability of reversible alternative, the judge was of the 

view that the irreversible nature of sterili ation was immaterial since it was impossibl1.: 

to foresee a time when it could become in X's interests to conceive or bear a child. 

The availability of alternalive method lo sterilisation was consid1.:n:d by almost all 

terilisation ca. es studied in this thesis. Except for the case of Re GF (medical 

treatment), 142 a11 such cases have considered this factor as part of the b1.:st interests test. 

Generally, sterilisation should not be ordered if less intrusive alternative method to 

avoid the same risks is available. This is in line with the concept that sterilisation 

should be considered a step of last resort, which means sterilisation 'ihould only h1.: 

carried out when alternative and h.:ss invasiv1.: proc1.:dures hav1.: all faik:d. 

However, there appears to b a differcnci.: between the English and the US casl!s in 

respect of the nature of the al!ernative methods considered. The English cases focused 

mainly on other conv1..:ntional contraceptive methods such as the oral pills for birth 

c ntrol and th rntra uterini.: dev1 c. Thi.: earlier cases hav' focused on omparing oral 

contraceptives with sterilisation. Many casi.:s found i.:vidcm;c to show that oral 

contraceptives were not suitable ultemativ1.:s bect1us it was impossible to 1.:nsurt, that the 

mental\ di..,ordered pi.:rson would follow the regime, or because the oral contraccptivi.:s 

1 ~Q 1:c foo tnot1: 66 1hovc 
140 • i;c (( 1n111 h 1hovc 
1 ~ 1 c;c · foo tnote Ci :ihuvc 
•~ c;ci; II 1tnotc 66 uho\ e 
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would react with the other medication given for the purpose of treating other medical 

condition, such as epilepsy. In the case of Re HG (specific issue order: sterilisation), 143 

it was said that a ee-saw or yo-yo effect would develop between oral contraceptives 

and the anti-epileptic drugs. The House of Lords in Re B (a minor) (wardship: 

sterilisation) 144 opined that the effectiveness of oral contraceptives is "entirely 

speculative". Later cases have also considered the intra-uterine device as an alternative 

to terili ation. However, in cases such as Re W (mental patient) (sterilisation), 1'
15 Re X 

(adult sterilisation) 146 and Re Z (medical Treatment: hysterectomy), 147 intra-uterine 

device was ruled as an inappropriate alternative because of the risk of actinomyces 

infection, the risk of displacement, as well as the fact that three operations were needed 

to affix the device a. opposed to one operation required for sterilisation. Jt was not until 

the C urt f App al' s decision in !11 re S (adult patient: .\·taili.wtion) 14
11. that intra-

uterine device was regarded as a Jess invasive procedure that should he adopted first. If 

such measure fails, the applicants should then return to the court to seek a d1::clarntion in 

respect of a sterilisation surgery. The intra-uterine device is a more viahlc alternative 10 

terilisation because it can not only prevent pregnancy. but also reduc lh amounl of 

menstrual blc ding, and may therefore be suitable for cases where pn:vention of 

menstruation is one of the aims of sterilisation. 

The cases and legislation such as the 'alifornia Probate Code also required lh 

c nsid ration of oth1.:r contraceptiv1.: methods as possibk alternativ1.: to sterilisation. In 

addition to that, they also saw sup r ision, 1.:ducalion and training as forms of kss 

143
• cc footnotc <JO ahovc 

144 Scc footnoli.: 61 :ihovc 
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dr . . lh d 149 R u 150 h l . . . d d ast:J.c contracepuon me o s. e uayes saw muc va ue m trammg retar e 

persons as it was thought that retarded persons were generally capable of learning and 

adhering to trict rules of social behaviour. Such approach is echoed by the Office of 

the Public Advocate in the state of Victoria in Au tralia, which requires documents to 

show that the following options have been tried on any mentally disordered person who 

is lhe ubject of a proposed non-therapeutic sterilisation operation: -

education about reproduction and health; 

training in protective behaviours; 

counselling for human relations; 

behaviour management (including menstrual management); and 

appropriate contraception m thods of a Jess restrictive nature. 

According to a report, a parenting group in Canada that provides free parenting program 

for per ons with mild to moderate developmcnial disabilities has si.;cn tremendous 

improvement in the parenting skills of such p;.u-ents.
151 

It is th rcforc submitted that availabk alternatives to sterilisation should not h 

restricted to the conv ntional contraceptive methods hut should he extended to 

supervision, training, education, counselling and behaviour management. Sterilisation 

sh uld not be viewed as the easier option. 152 Thi! role of supervision in n:movin 1 the 

risk of pr gnancy was already recognis d in the En 11ish casl.: of R<• /,C (mcdirn/ 

149 Sec 'l'Ctinn 195!!(c) of C.1hfo1 nw Pmhatc C'odc 
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treatment: sterilisation), 153 although it should be emphasised that supervi ion is not 

ynonymous to isolation and segregation. 

Physical risks of a sterilisation operation 

Sterilisation should not be carried out if the risks and consequences of the operation 

outweigh the benefits the operation can bring. The risks a sterilisation operation pose to 

the phy ical health of a person have been oullined in Paragraph 2.1 of haptt:r 2 of this 

thesi.. According to the cru e of Re S (medical treatment: adult sterilisation), 1 ~ 4 

sterilisation carried a risk of fatality of 4 in 50,000 due to the general anaesthesia 

involved and there would be significant pain for a few hours after the operation. 

Nevertheless, the House of Lords in the case of Re IJ (a minor) (wardship: 

sterilisation) 1 ~ 5 con 'idcred sterilisation a simple and minor operation canying a very 

small degree of risk. The case of A National Health Trust v C (a patit•nt bv her friend 

the Official Solicitor;' 56 also considered ~terilisation opcr•1tion "a relatively minor one". 

It should b remembered that th1,; risk of stcdlisation operation differs depending on the 

type of operation and the methods used to conduct the operation. For instancL:, in thL: 

US ca-.e of Re A11Rda, 157 it was stat d that laparoscopic hi lateral tubal ligation required 

general anaesthetic for approximutdy 10 minutes and would involve only tiny incisions. 

Allh ugh the physical risks of :-.tcrilisation operation should he considered when 

deciding whdhi.::r or not the operation should he ordered, that <l )cs not mean that if th 

risks arc r lativcly low then -.tcrilisation should h or<lerL:d. StL:rilisation is an mvasivc 

procedure, where risks arc inevitable. <tnd therefore utmost can~ should always b taken 

in ordering its perfonnance. 

1:1.: lootnot 122 uhovi.: 
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Emotional and psychological impact of a sterilisation procedure 

The emotional and psychological impact of sterilisation was the focus of more 

di cussion in sterilisation. Re D (a minor) (wardship: sterilisation) 158 foresaw the 

frustration and resentment that the patient would face if she realised what had been done 

to her. Re F (mental patient: sterilisarion) 159 acknowledged that there were emotional 

con ideration .. in a decision that concerns sterilisation. Re Eve 160 also considered the 

negative psychological impact of sterilisation. It has been highlighted in the report on 

sterilisation of the Law Reform Commission of Canada that "sterilised mentally 

retarded persons tend to perceive sterilisation as a symbol of reduced or degraded 

tatu "' 161 and that sterilisation may reinforce existential anxieties. The sources of 

anxietie. include low self-esteem, fedings of helplessness, need to avoid failure, 

lonelincs. , concern over body integrity and the threat of dealh. 1 
h:? 

. f h C' d. t . . d . R l' 1ti1 J • The findrngs o l c ana ian report on t 11s issue were quolc m e :.ve · as we 1 m the 

M .. c 164 anon ,\ cue. Brennan J in his judgment in the Marion's Case th
5 found it 

nccessary to con'>ider how sterilisation had disturhcd the person's mind and how the 

operation has changed her self-perception. The US case of Re liayes 1
(1() also recognised 

that sterilisation could have long-lasting detrimental emotional effects on retarded 

person. 

1 S1.:c footmitc 70 ahovc 
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1"° Sec fr1mm11c 1 above 
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Some cases have not considered the emotional consequences of sterilisation operation at 

all. One such instance is Re X (adult sterilisation). 167 It is ubmitted that the 

consequences of sterili ation could be particularly grave in that case because X had in 

fact indicated that she wanted to have babies. There is little doubt that she would be 

battered upon realising that she could no longer have babies. 

Ri k of sexual assault after a sterilisation procedure 

One other consequence of sterilisation was mentioned by Re LC (medical treatm<•nt: 

sterilisation). 168 One of the reasons . tcrilisation was applied for in that case was the 

fear that the girl would be sexually assaulled. Thorpe J indicah;d in that case that not 

only would sterilisation not remove the risk of sexual assault, it might in fact expose th1,; 

girl to greater risk of sexual invasion as the potential p!.!rpctrator might f 1,;d 11.!ss 

inhibited to perform the crime. There is also a possibility that th1,; carl!rs of th\! girl 

would bl!come less concerned to protect the girl from sl!xual activity, hcnci.; exposing 

. k f I . . II . d d' b 1<i9 her to the ns o exp 01tat10n, s1,;xua y transmtllc 1sease, or a use. 

Rever ibility of terilisati011 

The irrc\'ersiblc nutur of a sterilisation operation has been rccognis1.:d by many cuscs, 

such as the ourt of App1.:ul's decision in Re• F (mental patit'nt: Sf<'f"iflwllio11)110 as wdl 

as th1.: Hous1.: of I ord's decision in th1.: sam1,; cas1.: (wh1.:re lh1,; prospects of n.!v1,;rsing a 

tubal ligation opcral1on was said to b suhstantially I ss than 50 p1.:r cent). The 

irr \'crsiblt.: naturt.: of a hystcr1.:ctomy op1.:ration was considcr1,;d a very s1.:rious factor in 

I . ·1 · . )171 d R 1· in /11 re S (adu t pat1<•111: stn1 1satw11 an <' .;1 1<'. 

lb c • lootnotc 68 ah(WC 
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The irrever ibility of a sterilisation operation was u ed in Re F (mental patient: 

sterilisation)173 to answer the question of why court should, as a matter of good practice, 

be involved in the decision to sterilise a mentally disordered adult. Arguably, the 

in-ever ibility of a sterilisation operation had also been used to justify the necessity to 

con ider if there are available alternatives to tcrili ation. The US case of Re lla.ws 174 

and the California Probate Code required proof that the current state of medical and 

scientific knowledge must not suggest that, inter alia, a reversible sterilisation 

procedure would be shortly available. However, as discussed in Paragraph 2.1 of 

Chapter 2, not all tcrilisation procedures arc irreversible. It would appear that if the 

proposed sterilisation itself is reversible, the alifomia Prohat' ode would not he 

applicable. 175 Docs that mean that a reversible sterilisation procedur• is less of a 

tcrilisation than a sterilisation operation that is irreversible'? Is a n.!vcrsihlc sterilisation 

operation nece<;sarily less invasive than an in-eversiblc sterilisation Op!.:ration? 

The cas of Re M (a minor) (wardship: st£'riliwcio11) and Rt• /> (o minor) (11'arcf.,hip: 

sterilization) r lied heavily on the cxistcncc of cvitkncc which showed that the 

sterilisation op ration was highly n.:vcrsiblc. The operation proposed in both cases was 

tubal ligation. The former case relied on evidence which showed that 50 lo 70 per cent 

of tubal Ji£?ati n by thc use of microsurgery could b' successfully n:vcrscd. Th latter 

cas had 1.:\'id nc showing that dip sterilisation Jollowcd by suhs1.:qucnt mi<.:rn-sur )ical 

anastomosis carried a 95 per c nl chancc of rcvi.:rsal, hut the rcvcrs<1I op talion was 

tongcr and involved larger surgical wound and longer slay in hospital. Ncv1.:rth1.:kss, the 

1 , Sc1.: fooinolc I above 
1 1 cc footnolc 15 ahovc 
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judge in that case said that the fact that the operation was reversible meant that it is no 

longer a step of last resort. The empha is the judge placed on the potential rever ibility 

of the terili ation has been de cribed as "fallacious" .176 

The fact that an operation is reversible does not affect lhe magnitude of the operation 

and the risks involved in the operation. A reversible operation would cause as much 

p ychological damage to the patient as a patient who underwent an i1Tcversibl 

operation. Any feeling of relief in knowing that the operation can be reversed would 

have been neutralised by the stress involved in undergoing another surgery, especially 

when an operation to reverse a sterilisation procedure is usually a more complex and 

erious surgery than the original sterilisation opcralion. 177 Further, the truth remains 

that more sterili at ion operations are pt:rformcd than the operati ns to r vc rse 

sterilisation. This could mean that thi.; success rate or the reversal operation is likdy to 

be smaller than the initial sterilisation procedure as it is less common. 

It is therefore submitt c.I that a ri.;versiblc stc1ilisation operation is no less invasiv than 

an irr vcrsibl . tcrilisation operation. As such, a r versiblc st rilisation method should 

never be cons1c.lcr'd a less intrusiv· alt rnativc to an i1Teversiblc sterilisation op ration. 

Im:versibility is generally irrelevant to the question except insofar as it affects the 

physical ri"'ks and consequences of the operation to th patient. In that conrn.:ction, 11 

sh uld b n.:minded that using the im.::vcrsih1hty of an op 'ration to consider the question 

of best int ri.;sts is not the same as using the best intcn.:sts test to dismiss the n;li.;van<.:1: 

of irr1: crsibility. The latter was the approach adopt1.:d by Re• X (aci11/1 sr1•ri!i.w11io11) 17K 

1 "Bratii.:r, 1.1r•:m:t (2), "Sh.:1ihs;1tion: Dll\rn lht• Shpp<:ry Slopd" (1!190) () J>N 2~. 11 pa 'l' 27 
1 "cc i:. th:un J'sJUd nncnl in R1• f> (a minm) (11111r/.\11ip: .11 rift •ation) [ 1989[ I 1'1 I{ 18 , [ 198911-;1111 
La\\ !02 and Br;.11i •1, M irgar ·t (2), sl!l' foo111111c l7Cl ,1hm c, tit p.1 •c 2h 
17 
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when it was held that since it was in X's best interests not to have children, Lhe 

irrever ible nature of the procedure was immaterial. 

Co11clusio11 

Mo t of the factors used by sterili. ation cases for the purpose of determining best 

interests are in fact not ufficiently important for them to constitute an integral part of 

the be t interests te t. The best interests test remains at best an unstable test that can be 

applied in many different ways depending on the types of evidence adduced. As 

commented by the judge in Re Eve, 179 judges were generally ill-infonned about the 

factors relevant to a wise decision in this difficult area, and however wdl presented a 

case might be, it could only partially inform. The best interests test was not suffidcntly 

prcci e or workable in situations like this. urthcr, most of the factors considc.:red arc 

within the sole expertise of doctors. ·or instance, factors such as the risks related to 

pregnancy and childbirth, the risks in rcspcct of abortion, the physical risks of operation 

and the reversibility of sterilisation arc matters in which the expert opinions of doctors 

would have to b' sought before any decision can be made. If they arc all ssentiul parts 

of the b st interests t st, then the: bcst interests test will be akin to any other mcdical tcst, 

whcr only the doctors know best. ls the skrilisation of mentally disordcn:d adults a 

medical problem or is ii more of a social issue'! 

l7'1 Sc footnolc I :th•l\'C 



Chapter 6 

Medicalisation of Social Problems 

Chapter 5 examines the factors often considered in cases on sterilisation of mentally 

disordered persons, and most of the factors appear medical in natur1;;. However, the 

deci ions of the following two cases, namely Re LC (medical treatment: sterilisation)' 

and Re S (medical treatment: adult sterilisation),2 suggest that some of the "medical" 

factors are al o social problems. In both cases, the judg1.; refused to authorise 

terilisation for lhe mentally disordered adults since both girls were receiving high levt.:1 

of care and supervision and they were protcckd from the risk of invasive sexual assault. 

Re LC (medical treotment: sterilisation/ oncerns L, a girl who was 21 years of age 

when the application was heard. L had severe learning difficulties and had an 

intelleccual age of approximately three and a half years. L was indecently assaulted by a 

m mb r of staff at a sp cialist residential home in 1990. She moved to anotlll'r 

resid ntial home in August 1992, which provided a higher level of sup ·rvision and can:. 

How n::r, L's mother was wonicd lh:it might be :issaulted in the future and the assault 

might lead to conception. Thorpe J did not grant the md!!r, hcc;rnse it was established 

thal the present level of care and supcr\'ision L received was <)f such high quality that it 

would not be in L's best interests to impose upon her a surgical pmccdurc which is not 

without risks and not without pmnful cons 4ucnct::s. 

Rt• (medic al tn'mmc•nt: adult .\'fnrli.\afio11)'' concerned S. S was 22 years old and h..:r 

mental and emotional stati; was such that she was unable to look alk~r h rsclf'. S's 



parents were worried that at some time in the future, S might engage in sexual 

intercour e and become pregnant. Johnson J examined the situations in which S was 

away from her parents' supervi ion and concluded that the circumstances of S both now 

and in the foreseeable future were indistinguishable from those in Re LC (medical 

treatment: sterilisation).5 The judge therefore dismissed the application in the absence 

of any ri k that can be called identifiable rather than speculative. In this regard, 

Johnson J emphasised that it is particularly important in this field of Jaw that there 

should be identifiable consistency in the decisions that arc made. 

There could be a few "medical" justifications to ste1ilisation available in both cases 

abo\"e. For instance, the doctor who cared for L in Re LC (Medical Tr<•atme11t: 

reri/i.rntion;6 testified that there was no alternative to sterilisation pr ci;dure as the 

risks involved in the type of oral contraceptive most suitable for L were significantly 

greater than the risks involved in sterilisation procedure. Ilowcver, the fact that both 

cases decided that the high level of cari; and supervision could n..:ducc the risks to the 

e tent of r ndt.:ring sterilisation unni;ci;ssary shows that many prnbkms can be solved 

using "s cial" rather than "medical" method. 

It may be helpful to compare the above two casi;s with Re JIG (Specific Issue Ou/a: 

1ailiwticm;1 and R<' / (mt•dirnl tn·armcnr: hv.,·1c•1w·w111y)N to s1.:c if the latter two cases 

could ha\"c b 'O d cidcd differently if th judg s have considc.:r1.:d the I vcl of can: the 

patil:nts in the'>c cases were receiving. 

~ St:c fool n le I • how 
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The case of Re HG (Specific Issue Order: Sterilisation;9 was about whether or not T 

hould be terili ed. T was a girl who was just short of 18 when the matter went before 

the Family Division. She suffered from chromosomal deficiency. As a result, she was 

an infant in terms of her mental abilities. Those closest to T were worried about the risk 

of T being involved in sexual activity with hostile stranger and becoming pregnant 

These cau ed much anxiety to T's carers. Further, it was suggested that T might 

become le heavily supervised in years to come. The judg concluded that sterilisation 

is in T' intere t. 

The court were careful when considering the interest of the carl.!rs. Sterilisation for th!.! 

purpose of alleviating the burden of the carers or the public had been tacitly disproved 

by Re B (a minor) (wardship: staili.wrion). 10 Neve11heless, in lhl.: casl.: of Rt• lfG 

(specific issue order: s1erilisario11 ), 11 the judgl.: took into account the "k:gilimate 

aspirations and anxieties of th parents and other carers" as part of what inOuencl.:s T's 

b st interests. It was said that if an. icty could b removcd from lhc carcrs of a child or 

young adult such as T, th n thl.:rc was an cl tnl.:nt at least in which that came into the 

equ tion a being in the interest of thl.: child or young adull hl.:rsdf. It has been argued 

that although th inlerl.:sts of the patient have to be the prcdominant inkrcsts to he 

consid1.:red, other interests should also he taken into ac<.'ounl. This i" h1:causl.: 

individuals Ii c as part or the soci tyP 

The amil ivisi n granlc.:d anothc1 dcdaiation in rdalion to the sll:rilisahon of a 

mental) disordered udult in Re• Z (medic al 11c•at111e11r: '11.1·11•rt•cro111y). 1 ~ That ·as· 

concerned z. Z was a 19 year old woman suffering from Down's syndrnml.:. I kr 

11 l·K 20<1 s~c .1! o Pm.1 •raph 4.2 nl C hapti:1 ·l. 
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mother was of the view that Z should undergo hysterectomy becau e firstly, Z's 

menstrual periods caused significant distress and disturbance to Z, and secondly, 

pregnancy would re ult in substantial trauma and psychological damage to her. The 

proposed hysterectomy operation was laparoscopic subtotal hysterectomy. Such 

procedure is similar to laparoscopic hysterectomy except that the cervix and the 

Fallopian tube are conserved. 

Bennett J held that complete cessation of Z's periods was in her best interests as z had 

great difficulty coping wilh her hygiene as a result of her periods and her periods served 

no u eful purpose at all. The judge was further of th view that Z should be compktely 

protected from pregnancy because she was f crlile and sexually aware, and the trauma of 

pregnancy, child birth and the inevitable removal of her baby would be a catastrophe for 

her. The judge considered the vidence of two of the four cxpcrts who were of the 

views that Z should have Mircna intra-uterine device 1•1 filled rather than having 10 

undergo laparoscopic subtotal hysterectomy. Th1.: judge however found that thcr1.: was ;.1 

small risk that lhc Mircna may bccom1.: displaced. Although lh1.: risk was small, 1hc 

consequcnc1.:s of th risk, namely conceplion, wen.: something th;.11 should be diminatcd 

altogether in Z's cas . Th1.: judg1.: was of the view that th risks attachcd to a 

hysterectomy wen.: not so significanl, considering that ii could dnuna1ic.:<.11ly improve Z's 

qualit of lik and give her total prot ction from prc..:gnancy. 

Like..: Re I. (medical tn•atf/1('flf: stc•rili.\otio11) 
1 ~ and Re S (medical rri atmc•nt: ad11/r 

sraifi.\Cltim1), 1ti both Re /IG (Sp('<'if1c h111t Oni<•r: Stc•rili.mrio11) 11 and Re z (mc'dirnl 

14 'l h , 1m:ns dc\lcc ha' to he in,crlcd undl'I lllal' thctll' .l!ld lllU\I lw ll'plaCl'd .1flu hv ( 11 , , 11 1, ,1 
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treatment: hysterectomy) 18 
applied the best interests test. The factual circumstances of 

the latter cases are not dissimilar to that of the former two cases. The main difference 

lies in the fact that upervision was not highlighted as a means of mitigating the risk of 

pregnancy in the latter cases. The carers in the latter cases did indicate that the patients 

might become Jess heavily supervised in the future, hence indirectly acknowledging 

upervi ion as an effective means of minimising the risks. It was also mentioned in Re 

Z (medical treatment: hysterectomy) 19 
that Z had difficulty coping with her hygiene as a 

re ult of her menstruation. However, the judge did not consider the possibility of 

getting professional help to train Z on menstrual hygiene. It is clear from these two 

cru e, that the problems aimed to be solved through sterilisation arc prohkms that can hc 

effectively dealt with by the society. Hud thc judges considen.:d the amount of 

upervision the patients in those cases were receiving, they could have comc to the sum 

conclusion as the judges in Re LC (medical treatment: stailisarion / 0 and R<' S (medical 

1reatme111: adult sterilisotion).') 1 Medical procedures should be used to addn.:ss medical 

issues rath1.:r than social probkms, c..,p1.:cially when the proc dur is a sterilisation 

op ration that will have permanent impact on a person's body. bvcn if the society has 

yet to develop a way to resolve these problems without rcsorting to m1.:dical means, that 

should not mean that the society should slop working towards a :-.ystem that can 

cffecti\'cly protect th welfare of m1.:ntally disordered persons. Sterilisation in th1.:sc.:: 

cas1.:.., is n )t more 1han a convenient wa of getting out of a so ial dikmma. Through 

"m di<:alisation" of social problems, the casl.:s h:1vc found a way out of lhe: soi:ial 

dil mma as it is easier to make "medical" d1.:cisions than "social" d ci ... ion .... 
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Re HG (Specific Issue Order: Sterilisation) 22 and Re Z (medical treatment: 

hysterectomy ;23 are not the only cases that "medicalise" social problems. Many other 

English ca ·e rely on large amount of expert evidence from medical doctors to suppo1t 

the performance of sterilisation procedure. That is no different in the New Zealand case 

of Re X24 decided by Hillyer J in the High Court of New Zealand. X was a girl 15 years 

of age. She had a mental age of about three months. X was severely handicapped and 

had no control over her bodily function. The parents of X applied to the court for an 

order consenting to X undergoing a hysterectomy operation. Hillyer J granted the order 

after considering several factors, such as the difficulty in telling when was in pain: 

how X would most certainly suffer the pain of menstruation: how X would fail to cope 

with motherhood, pregnancy, labour, menstrual periods or the hy •ienic aspects 

involved: how X's menstruation would he an additional hurdcn to her can.:rs; the fact 

that X's sister was slightly handicapped: the other types of contra1.:eption not heing ahle 

to prcv nt menstruation absolutely. The judge stressed that the prnpo-.ed operation was 

an amcnorrheoa ope1ation. namely an operation for the purpo-.e of preventin' 

menstruation, rather than for the purpo-.e of sterilisation and relh:d on the Canadian case 

of Rt• Kand P11h11C fru.\tt•e.2.~ In arri in• at his d1.:cision, the jud •e emphasised the high 

possibility of X suffering menstrual pain and held that it was unfair toe ·pose X to the 

sufferin •. lthough som' medical cviden<.:e was a •ainst the operation hein • perfonned 

heforc the lir-.t menstrual period <.:onunen<.:ed the jud •c said that there w ts no real point 

in waiting upon weighing the risk of exposin • X to a painful and pos-.ihly traumatic 

p riod again'! thc remote possihilit that the operation would not he ne<.:essar . Hill er 

J is more willin • to on.kr sterilisation tor the purpose of prevcntin • men-.1111ation than 

for <.:Olllrn cptive purpo-.e . 

• h~ Bl I K 14'i, l Ill I WWK 724. Sl'l' .11,o l'ar 1 •r.1ph 4.3 nl ch pll·r 4. 
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The sterilisation order made in Re X26 was for lhe purpose of protecling X from possibly 

traumatic period . Even if we were to put aside the speculative nature of the risk given 

the fact that X had not begun her fir t menstruation period at that lime, we cannot ignore 

the large amount of expert evidence from doctors relied upon by the judge in arriving at 

thi deci ion. The problems are not entirely medical in nature. There is a possibility 

that X may be succes fully trained to handle her periods. 

The fact that the decision to sterilise was not merely a medical issui.; and there arc social 

and psychological consequences to sterilisation was also acknowledged by the judges in 

the Marion's Case.27 That was one of lhe reasons used in that ca ... e to justify mandatory 

court involvement. The judges said that the medical profession, like all professions, 

also had memb rs who would act with impropriety. 1 h' judges also noted lhe fact that 

parents and other f;unily members of the intclh.:ctually disabled person may have 

connicting interi.;sts so there is a danger that the patient's interest... may not bt: uphdd if 

the decisions arc left in the hands of the family members. 

The incon..,istent manm:r in which the courts in many jurisdictions have vicwc.:d the 

rekvance of childcare al'iO goes towards -.howing that st ·rihsation is vcry much a social 

matter. Allhou h Rt• B (a minor) (ll'cm/\hip: sf< rili.rntion) 211
' has impliedly disprove.: 

..,tcrilisation on grounds of public policy and sterilisation for the convenience of earns, 

that sam1.: ca"e u~ed the inability of B to care for a child lo deny B of ha right lo 

reproducc.29 In the case of Re• X (adulr ''''rili.mti<m).
10 

the judge considl.'rc.:d the fact thul 

2
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afi11 , h r m. h1hl lO l' lllC: lill a d1ild . 
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X could not bring up a child wa relevant in ascertaining X's best interest, although it 

was also emphasised that that fact alone did not justify sterilisation. 

The US cases such as Re Hayes
31 

and Re Grady,32 as well as legislation such as the 

California Probate Code have all considered the ability of the mentally disordered 

person to care for a child a relevant factor when considering if sterilisation should be 

authori ed. 

On the other hand, Re Eve33 
did not agree with the assumption 1hat mentally disordered 

per ons will not be fit parents. That jud 0 ment referred to th working paper of the Law 

Commissi n which referred to a study which showed that mentally mcompctent parents 

showed as much fondness and concern for their chil<lren. 14 Most importantly, it was 

'aid that the difficulty faced by m ntally disordered parents in copin) with matters is a 

s cial problem an<l the problem is not limited lo the mental incompetents. 

Laws ar made to solve social prohkm'>. Then: must therefore he a 1\:ason why the 

handling of sterilisation of mentally disordcn.:d pl·rsons has hct:n particularly difficult. 

Ac ording to Brennan J in the Marion'.\ asc'. 
5 the conundrum sutn>undin • the issuc of 

stcrili alion is attributable to the lack of dear community conscn'>us on th' is:-1uc that the 

c urts or thc le 'islatur can translate into law. Puhlic opinion ha.; shifh:<l sine 1h days 

when sterilisation was mandatory for mentally disordered JXT'iOn in countries lik1.: thi.: 

f 199 ] 2 1 LR 11 24. ( 1998) Fam I aw 737. Sc t~o l'ar.1gr.1ph 5.2. t ore hap1cr 5. 
1 ( 19 O) ()() P.2d h35 . Sec also Para •raph 4.2 nf ( h.1p1cr 4. 

32 (19 t ) 26 ,\.. J <i7. SL'c aho Para 1111ph 5.2. 1 nf Chapter 5. 
31 ( 1986). I J)l R (•1'") l , 11911<1) 2 SC'R 188. Sec m111l' disrn"i1u1., m1 th1s l':tsc in C'hapk•r .t, 
4 [ "Re form 111nmi-.-.inn of Cunada. Sr, 1ili-t11io11 - /111p/io1tio111jm M1·11111/~\' R11111d1 d and llfurtolli· 

II/ p 1110 11 (WmJ...mg Paper 14 ), (011awa: I • " Rd11r 111 Co1t1ml\sion nf C\1nada, 19 71 ), :11 p. 'c • . 
llo\\c\ er, 11 twulu ht· noted that thl· ninctu~ion of thl' 1ud 1dc11cd to hy lhl.' Wor I.in' )';11 c1 "·'~ not 
that mentally hanur uppl.'u fll"rsnn~ (OUld makl' •nod parcn1 ... . Quite thl' l'ontrn1y, thl' l1mdu"on was that 
ni1l\11111't ndtn' the llmdncss and l·mwl.'t n for then chrld1l'll , the d11l<lrc11 sllll -.uffl'l l'd hom Ill •lwt .md 
ucpri\ ation. rtw nc •11.'~· t s1cm1m·d from the in.1h1l1t 10 ulpc ratlll'r lhiln f'rnn1 :in unwrllin 'Ill\~ to proviik 
thl· ll cc 
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US and Canada. Today, there is little doubt that sterilisation on eugenic grounds is no 

longer acceptable. 36 Nevertheless, the history of sterilisation has not only kept all 

policy maker and judges in check, it has given rise to, arguably, the very cautious 

attitude demonstrated by the decision of cases such as Re Eve. 37 

However, sterilisations continued to be performed for other purposes. The popularity of 

the operation as a contraceptive among mentally healthy adults and the increasingly 

competitive way of life means that in most societies, Lhc.:rc is liule possibility of ever 

achieving a community consensus on the acceptability of sterilising mentally disordered 

adults. Indeed, the dissenting judges in Re Hayes38 had indicated that sterilisation is too 

complex a public policy issue that only the legislature should decide. 

Be that as it may, regardless of the forum for policy-making, it should he n:membcrc.:d 

that sterilisation is not just a medical problem and we must not prctc.:nd too great un 

obj ctivity when dc.:aling with stc.:rilisation. If mc.:dical intervention becomc.:s the normal 

way of solving similar social problems, it would he no different from stc.:rilisation on 

t:ugenic grounds. in that we let medicine do the joh because the society docs not want to 

take up the social responsibility of protecting and 1.:aring for the m1.:111ally disonkrc.:d 

p r ... on . In a way. that will amount to protci.:ting the.: inlcn::sls of the sm:i~ly rathi:r thun 

th intc.:r sls of the patient. and thus run the dangn of slipping ha k to the.: days whc.:r<.: 

intcn:sts of th siutc prevailed. 

6 1! ,hould h lH\C:\\: r hl noted th.it Bu ... h 1 Ill R, M (a mimn) (w111d.1hi11: 1r1•1ifiwtio11) I 1' X8J 2 HI{ 41 7 
:irp1: rld lo h. \<.: t 1kc:n inln :in:ounl cu ·~nk' con idc:1a11on wlll'n h1: \Hid that tlll'1c is a 50', l'hant'l' that 
th<.: l·.r,1gilc. ~)ndrornc ... u!kr~<l hy M wnul<l hl' p.t,,l.d tn any duld 'he nught !war .md that an ahnrtmn 
would ha\!! 10 he l'!ll ric:d out ii \Ut'h d1sc:a\c j, dis 0\ uc:d in her h1~·tus . 
'
7 S~ foOtnl k J J ,lhll\ <.: 
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Chapter 7 

The Inadequacies of Rights-Based Approach and the Best Interests Test 

It is the aim of this chapter to show that the human rights argument and the best 

intere ts le t have contributed to a development of law that doc not alway, protect the 

intere t of the individuals and why these principles should not be used as the )uiding 

principle for lawmakers or decision makers insofar as sterilisation of mentally 

disordered adults is concerned. 

7.1 The inherent in tability of rights-based argument' 

The protection of human rights may b1.: regarded as the basis of lhc best interests test. 

Therefore, al least in theory, human rights should be able lo satisfactorily saf guurd the 

right of the disordered adults even when tht.: best intt.:rests test fails . llow1.:ver, that is 

not the case. 

Many judgments in respt.:cl of the sterilisation of mentally disord1.:r1.:d persons us1.:d the 

language of "f undamcntal rights" to support th1.:ir decisions. At least st.:ven forms of 

fundam ntal rights have been m nli ncd in thest.: cases. namely: -

(1) R1 •ht of personal inv1olability1 

(2) R1 )ht to fret.: prncn:ativc chokc 2 

(3) Right to privacy. includin •the ri •ht to cnJOY sexual rdationship3 

1 '1 crdary, D11u11111u·nt of I /1 •a lrli and Comm1111i11• 'a1'ict'.1' v J. W. U, and S. /If 11 ( '/\fm ion\ c aw•; 
(I' 92) 175 CI IU18, M /\UJOOO 
2 ')/..inn 1 \' Oklohoma (1942) 31Ci IJS 'i35: R1lft1111 (I' 80) CiOH P. 2d <il'i ; R1 /)(a minoi) (11 wdilriii: 
1ru ili1ario11) 1 I 97<i J hu11. I H.5, [ I< 761 I /\II I ·R 2<1; Rt f .' (1111 11ra/ 11miu1r: .1ro ili.111ri11n) 11 < <>OJ ..2 /\C' J, 
11989) 2 11t:R545: R1 Gmdy (J<J79H05 A. 2d 8. I: R J(lt1t, R<' Fli u/11•1h j l<JH<Jl H C 92 <P3, (J<>H•)) 
13 F:un I R 4 7; l 'au •/111 v Ruoff ( ()()I) 2 5 l· .~d I 124 

R1 //il\c 1 (19 '0) (>()HP hi Ci15: R1• <lmdy (1979) 05 A 2d 851, R1• /IC; (lflr't'if1e• iuut' mrf11 : 
111 rif i ;titm) l Cl B ii R 50, ( J t 1 1 J I H R 587, I 19' 11 ·.un l..iw 4!H, R1• .\" (adult 111·1i/i.1111io11) 11 ')' 1q ... 
HR 1124, (19', I him"'"' 7"'17 




